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FOREWORD

With increasingly stringent requirements on the performance of accelerators
and storage rings, there is a wide interest in modeling-based control. The
organizers recognized the need to have an overview and discussion on the
current status of modeling-based accelerator control and how advances in
computer technology, software engineering, and expert systems can impact
control and diagnosis. As a result, a workshop was organized at the Brook-
haven National Laboratory on August 17-18, 1.987. It was made possible by
the joint support of the AGS, NSLS and Applied Mathematics Departments of
BNL. The talks and discussions were divided into three main topics:

(1) elements of modeling
(2) knowledge representation, and
(3) integration of modeling-based control systems with AX and workstations.

This volume is the unedited collection of papers, presented at the Work-
shop.

Organized by:
Eva Bozoki
Satinder Sidhu
Dennis Weygand
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Room B, 3erkner Hall

Tuesday, August 18, 1987

0900 Model-based controls and the AGS Richard Casella, AGS Dept.
Booster control system architecture

0915 Overview of the TRISTAN control Shi-ichi Kurokawa, KEK
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0930 Merging AI and numerical modelling David E. Schultz, LANL
for accelerator control
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databases

1340 Current status of KEK 2.5 GeV Kazuro Furukawa, KEK
linac controls

1400 Distributed parallel processing: A Elliott H. Auerbach, AGS
look to the future
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1600 CONCLUDING REMARKS John Galayda, NSLS
on behalf of NSLS Chairman
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MODEL-BASED ACCELERATOR CONTROLS
What, Why and How

Satinder S. Sidhu

AGS Department
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York 11973

Conventional accelerator control systems are collections of hardware and programs intended
to>

- receive operator requests for changes in magnet current settings and to set the currents to
requested values.

- convey information about the state of the beam from the instrumentation to the operator
(usually after some processing).

- perform similar functions in respect of other sub-systems of an accelerator, e.g., the RF,
vacuum and cryogenic systems.

These programs have evolved to possess varying degrees of "user friendliness" in that they
permit the operator to enter and receive information in a form that is related more or less logi-
cally to the particular sub-system being controlled.

The operator is a key component in the feedback loop of such a system, at least during the
phase when things are changing, e.g., when a machine is being commisioned for different modes of
operation or when unexpected behaviour is observed during routine operation. He is expected to
take appropriate action to bring things back to normal.

The "appropriate" action is something that the operator decides upon on the basis of a com-
plex set of information — his knowledge of the particular accelerator, its normal behaviour, and
the current operational requirements; codified rules for operation at his disposal; his prior experi-
ence with similar situations; his grasp of accelerator physics bearing on the particular situation,
etc. He may call upon any subset of these in dealing with the problem on hand. Once he has
assesed the situation, the action he takes is usually the entering of a request for some machine
parameter to be altered. He then observes the effect of this action on the beam. If the result is
not what he had expected, he proceeds to consider the reason for the discrepancy. In the light of
this immediate experience, coupled with more searching (heuristic or analytical) in his "knowledge
base" he plans and takes further actions. This iterative process usually leads to a successful reso-
lution of the problem. In control systems terminology, the system as a whole has returned to a
desired "stable" state from an excursion to an unwanted state.

The important point is that the operator is not a passive link in the system. Instead, he is to
be seen as an important information processing node. Even more, he is a node at which informa-
tion is selectively injected into the system to bring it to the desired state.

A key component of the knowledge base of the operator is a model of the accelerator. This
term is to be understood in a wide sense; it includes the operator's mental conception of the sys-
tem, his understanding of how it will respond to a given command. This may be rooted in experi-
ence with the machine or it may be based on a grasp of the physical principles underlying
machine behaviour. In assessing a particular situation, he may refer to this model informally to
extract rules of the type " If I do this, then that will happen" or he may formally employ the physi-
cal model to arrive at and verify such rules. In the latter case, the application of the model may
range all the way from a back-of-the envelope calculation to the running of a program like MAD
with inputs appropriate to the situation. I want to emphasise the fact that any human being,
when performing a control function — whether in driving a car or running an accelerator — works
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with a model of the system, and uses this model as a filter to screen contemplated actions.
As accelerators become more complex and the operating requirements become more

stringent, the reliability and performance of this node becomes a crucial factor in fast commision-
ing and start-up and continued stable operation at optimum efficiency. Model-based control
(MBC) is, in my view, the term for the gamut of techniques whose aim is to improve the reliabil-
ity and enhance the capabilities of the operator, and therefore of the whole control system.

The aim of saodei-based centre! is, then, to gradually move the function of
model-reference from the operator to the computer. One could argue that the aim should
be to make the operator redundant. This could well be a distant goal, but making it the immedi-
ate aim may easily doom the effort, for the techniques are still being developed, and much still
has to be learned about their application to this domain.

For the operator, model-reference is a more or less informal activity, performed as the need
dictates. A weak form of model-based control could have the model available in a program on
the workstation that forms the operator interface of the control system. The operator would run
this model with appropriate inputs to verify that aor action he proposes to take will indeed have
the desired consequences. The model may have an interface resembling that of the real control
system, with similar inputs and outputs. Such a model would be an accelerator-simulator, much
like the flight simulators used to train pilots. If it is easily modifiable, it can be used to simulate
not only the ideal machine but also one with errors, thus aiding in commissioning and diagnosis.
And, it can be used to determine (by fitting) what settings of accelerator variables will lead to a
required operating condition, e.g., minimum orbit errors or a desired beam emittance at a particu-
lar point in b. line.

A stronger form of model-based control would certainly include such physical modelling,
complete with the best available machine description, a good accelerator physics program and a
convenient interface. But it would go much beyond these things to include such features of the
model-reference activity as heuristic searches in a rule-base, applying the rules to the facts on
hand to form deductions and to propose courses of action. It is here that programming and infor-
mation processing techniques being developed in the very fertile and active field of Artificial Intel-
ligence hold great promise for model-based controls. The application of these techniques to
accelerator controls will have a significant impact not merely on how information is organised in
the control system but on the architecture of control systems as well. System architecture will be
closely linked with how knowledge about the system is to be represented in a computer, how this
knowledge is to be processed to derive operational rules and, finally, how the rules are to be
applied toward the goals of accelerator control.
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KT.EHKWTS OF MODELING

Eva B o z o k i

1. MOTIVATION

There is a burgeoning interest in modeling-based accelerator control. With
more and more stringent requirements on the performance (e.g. -IQ/J. orbit
control, very low emittance, minimum down-time, use in an industrial en-
vironment, etc.), the importance of knowing, controlling, predicting the
behavior of the accelerator system is growing.

Modeling is a highly emotional subject. Most everyone has strong and diverse
opinions not only on if it is needed and to what extent that control should
be based on modeling, but also at more basic levels. The "initiated", when
asked, would give different answers as to what modeling is, what represents
the model of a system, and what tasks the modeling based control system
should perform.

It is important to agree at least on the terminology and to see the issues
nd the different elements in modeling clearly in order to communicate ef-
fectively. It is also important to share our experiences in what "traps" to
avoid and what directions to take. This talk is intended to help achieve
this goal.

2. WHAT IS MODELING

Does Modeling mean (i) the development of a "paper-model", an "image" of the
real system, or does it mean (ii) the process of getting to know of the
system; the modeling studies?

The first case means the development, of programs and data which predict the
outcome of a measurement. The second case means devising and performing
measurements to find the machine physics parameters (e.g. v,£,fi,tj, ...machine
functions around the ring), and their behavior under different conditions.

The two sides should of course be tied together in an iterative process.
With knowledge gained on the real system, the model will be modified, cali-
brated, fine-tuned (see Calibrations). Thus the more we know about the real
system, the better predictions its image, the model, will provide on the
behavior of the real system.
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3 . THE MODEL OF A SYSTEM

The model of a system consists of two main components.

1) The DATA.

i) Semi-permanent data (Data Base on Fig. 1), describing the

* lattice and the elements of the lattice,

* initial conditions,

* interrelations, availability and performance limits of the
elements,

ii) Device data, describing calibration, status and control char-
acteristics of the actual devices used as elements (Device related Data Base
on Fig.1), and

iii) Variable data, describing the fields in the magnetic elements
(setpoints and/or magnet strengths).

2) The modeling PROGRAM,

In which the mathematical formulae and algorithms are embedded
(and for which the above data serve as input).

ON- I INF
setpoints

("volatile" data)

V Devia
conversion
routines

i related Data Base
calibration

data

OFF-LINE
Data Base

magnet
strengths

("volatile data")
JL

lattice+elmfs
initial cond.

plus
*

modeling
program

1

Calculated? Data
Transport matrices
Machine functions

at elements

Fig.l
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An almost equivalent description of the model is the combination of the
above data and the program into calculated TRANSPORT MATRICES or calculated
MACHINE FUNCTIONS at the elements (the output of the modeling program with
the given data). The "almost" refers to the interrelations, availability
and performance limit of elements (e.g. which magnets are on the same power
supply and thus have to be changed together, which elements are disabled,
etc.)

4. TASKS OF THE MODELING-BASED CONTROL PROGRAMS

What tasks should be performed by the Modeling Based Control Programs (MBC)?
Should it or shouldn't it incorporate some reasoning capabilities?

4.1 CONTROL

In the ON-LINE mode, the MBC has to control, optimize and correct the
machine; correct for errors and deviations with correction schemes, optimize
performance. In this mode, every change has to be implemented in careful
steps.

* MODEL CALIBRATION

An important and integral part of the ON-LINE model is the conversion be-
tween the computer controlled digital setpoints of a magnet (basically the
current) and the actual field (B [Kg], B' [Kg/m] or B " [Kg/m2]), acting on
an average particle in the magnet. The general approach is to use machine
physics quantities, measured on the operating machine, and match the mea-
sured and the model-calculated values, thus calibrating the magnets and the
model (with all its approximations and simplifications) together. (See
[refs. 1] and Fig. 2). Actually, this model-calibration process is the LINK
between the REAL SYSTEM and its image, the MODEL.

computer controlled]'
digital 'iMwinU
oftS* magnets

I D, digital aetpolntai

effective
magnet strength
ln[KG|,[KG/m]
orlKG/m']

,:ijpredictionaoi
"phyiio" cuantltiM

1**1

I"]

if ?.tu on
"phyilc." cuantitir

! ** -7

(di»p«r«ion ]

[chroinBticUy| | f fc"'

this converiion is characteristic
to the power supply, feeding
a "family" of magnets

model calibration through j
calibration of "phyiet" quantitima]

Tlie effect of all maccurncies
aie empirically eliminated

Fig. 2
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The result of this calibration procedure, the [field/current] calibration
factors for each magnet or family of magnets are stored in some form. The
calibration factors may or may not be different for each condition at which
the system is running. When those conditions can be parametrized with one
continuously varying parameter, as is the case for running the system at
different energies, then it is possible to fit the calibration data with a
function (possibly polynomial). It might be more practical to store a few
(polynomial) coefficients and calculate the calibration factor at any energy
by calculating the function, than to store a large set of [calibration fac-
tor - energy] data pairs and interpolate for the required energy.

It is evident that when an accelerator system is routinely working under a
number of different conditions (different energies, different optics, etc.),
then the model has to be calibrated for each condition. Also, whenever the
standard operating conditions are (Intentionally or unintentionally)
changed, the model calibration has to be repeated. It is a good practice to
periodically perform calibrations In order to ensure adequate control and
also to test any malfunction (otherwise not apparent) in any of the magnets,
especially in the orbit corrector magnets.

Calibration procedures (though they might be trivial ) are usually time con-
suming. It is important to provide means to make calibration totally or at
least semi-automatic (see Modules).

* DIRECT USE OF MEASURED DATA.

Alternative to model calibration, or rather parallel to it, is the direct
use of measured data.

One can provide, for example, a way to use measured tune or beam energy
instead of calculating it from the controlled setpoints of the quadrupoles
or dipoles.

Another example is the use of the measured A.. — Ax../A9., i—1,N ,

j-l,N response matrix (observed as the Ax., orbit change at the i-th

monitor due to a unit kick on the j-th corrector) for orbit corrections
instead of the calculated

C O Sij 2sin(»ri/)

In this approach, the control can be divorced from modeling when so desired.
At the same time, programming effort is minimized, since the same modules
are used in either case.



* MEASUREMENT SUPPORT

In many instances, both the validation (and consistency testing) of measured
data and the evaluation of (digitized) measurements require some knowledge
of modeling data, also, the results of some of the measurements are needed
by the MBC. Therefore, it is desirable that the MBC could also be used to
support measurements, performed for direct input into other parts of the MBC
(like orbit measurements) or as part of the model calibration or as part of
the modeling studies. The support can be at two levels; in performing the
(digitized) measurements and/or to reduce them to the needed information.
Prime candidates for such measurements are:

* orbit measurements

* "filtering" of noisy orbit data
(e.g. by projecting each monitor reading to the next using
the calculated transport matrices and comparing measured
and calculated points)

* "response matrix" measurement

either for calibration or for direct input.

j

' * tune measurements

* emittance measurements
(e.g. using 2 or 3 beam profile measurements and the model
calculated transport matrices)

* 0-function information

e.g. as calculated from Ai/ vs AQ. measurements:

AB.' *1 .
Ai/ - ~^ fi — ^ ~ for the i-th quad

* misalignment information

e.g. as extracted from Ax vs AQi measurements:
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4.2 SIMULATE

In the OFF-LINE mode, the same piu&ram is used to simulate the machine as
well as explore and study its behavior and responses under a wide variety of
circumstances. I.n this case, "anything goes"; there is no danger of losing
the beam.

Using the program in the off-line mode, it can provide a substantial help
during commissioning, when instead of correcting the symptoms, one has to
find the errors (gradient errors, kicks, etc.) in the machine.

4.3 DIAGKOSE/TRODBLESHOOT

With the advent of incorporating some inuelligence/reasoning capability into
the MBC, the possibility of diagnosis (giving probable causes for malfunc-
tion or unexpected behavior) as wail as trouble shooting and advising fur-
ther action is coming into play.

5. FEATURES

5.1 ON? PROGRAM

The program should be DATA-DRIVEN; the specifics of the system to be modeled
are in the data and not in the program(s) . The advantage of this is in the
portability; the program(s) has to be written only once for a wide variety
of systems.

It is imperative to have and maintain only (i) one program which can be
used ON-LINE or OFF-LINE, (ii) one Device-related Data Base (DDB) as well
as (iii) one Lattice & Element Data Base for the ON-LINE use (there can be a
whole "library" of the latter for OFF-LINE studies and simulation) . Lack of
communication between different persons and the use of individually main-
tained data bases will only lead to different results. Great care should be
exercised in the management of the Data Base library that it does not grow
unmanagable in size and that each member of the library is well documented
as to what model it contains.

Also, the same program can and should be used for LINEAR and CIRCULAR
machines and transport lines. After all, the 1-st turn in a circular machine
can be treated as a transport line, and visa versa, orbit correction methods
developed for the circular machines can be used for linear systems as well.

5.2 MODULAR

The MBC should consist of small stand-alone MODULES, governed by a SUPER-
VISORY program, invoked by COMMANDS (via keyboard, touch-panel, mouse, etc.)
and SHARING (creating or using) the same Data Bases (see Fig. 3). It should
be easy to replace modules and to add new ones without effecting the overall
system. There can be more than one module (algorithm) to perform the same
task. The user can choose the most appropriate algorithm or can compare the
results using different algorithms.

It is desirable to provide means to activate a GROUP of MODULES, called
PROCEDURES according to a predetermined (but nevertheless easy to change)
logic. This feature could be used not only to perform (i) calibrations (as
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mentioned earlier) but also (ii) standard operation sequences with minimum
operator intervention.

By their FUNCTION the modules can be divided into different categories:

Modeling - to calculate transport matrices & machine functions at
each elements

application drivers - to calculate, match and control tune, machine
functions chromaticity, phase-space ellipses and orbit by adjusting
quadrupoles, sextupoles and orbit correctors

- to simulate the behavior of the accelerator
system under hypothetical conditions

- to find errors in the machine

•easureaent support: - to provide help performing and evaluating mea-
surements needed as direct input, as pare of model calibration or as
part of modeling studies

optimizer - used by the application drivers to match desired condi-
tions by varying designated variables.

calibration - to establish conversion between control and design
units by comparing measured and model-calculated quantities

utility - to manipulate files, enable/disable correctors sit monitors,
choose variables & fitting conditions, "knob" magnet strengths, get/
send setpoints to devices, etc.

graphics - to display lattice configuration as well as measured,
calculated or expected behavior of the system

screen editor - to create and/or modify input files to the Modeling
program (e.g. the Data Base, off-line magnet strengths files, etc.)

6. USER INTERFACE

The most important keyword here is VERY USER FRIENDLY. The program should be
easy-to-use (after a reasonable training time) and it should provide on-line
HELP on the available commands and options.

The modules or procedures are invoked by COMMANDS. The use of MENUs,
"KNOBS", MOUSE, etc. depends on the implementation environment and the
designer's discretion.

WINDOWING Is important; it provides opportunity for running more than one
task simultaneously or suspending the execution of one task while running
another one, the outcome of which would influence operator decisions con-
cerning the previous task. And all this without losing information from the
operator screen.

Detailed printed, concise displayed text and graphical INFORMATION has to be
available on any part of the system as well as on the results of the cal-
culations .
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Good, high resolution, multicolor GRAPHICS are essential. One should be able
to see immediately the expected or measured behavior of the system as well
as the lattice configuration as described in the Data Base.

Devices should be referred to by their name, and magnet strength (actual or
calculated) should be given in either control- or design- units on demand.

One also needs a comfortable SCREEN EDITOR to create/modify all data-files
used by the program(s).

The fac: .ity to VIEW, FETCH and WRITE data-files (instead of working with
hardwired file-names) is also a must.

While MBC has to be FLEXIBLE to satisfy the very different needs ranging
from control with minimum operator intervention to simulate the effect of
changing most everything (lattice, elements, variables,...) in the system,
the interface has to be SIMPLE and WELL DEFINED. The command-based modular
system with wide use of default values and options can help to achieve this
goal.

7. HARDWARE IHTE2FACE

The same Device Data Base and hardware interface are used by all types of
programs not only by the MBC. In most cases they are designed, implemented
and maintained by the hardware control group. One can immediately see the
importance of considering and incorporating the needs of MBC into the non-
modeling based control of an accelerator system.

Data-acquisition and data-send is done by device names. (The problem is,
that usually, mechanical engineers who design the magnets, electrical en-
gineers who design the ^-processor based control of it and the modeling team
use different names for the same device).

Calibration data and conversion routines between design units and control
units should be part of the device-tables (irrespectively whether they are
residing in the computer or in the ^-processors) and thus the same set is
used by everyone (any program).

There should be a choice to implement the calculated changes in the magnet
strengths either by sending them in one step to the devices or via a "knob"
in smaller steps.

8. SUMMARY

I have made a conscious effort not to discuss how recent advances in
expert systems can impact the MBC's. This will be discussed in greater
detail later at this workshop.

Many of the discussed features are implemented in the existing sys-
tems like RING at NSLS, COMFORT and COMFORT-PLUS at SLAC and ORBCOR at the
CERN PS [refs. 2]. The last one as well as a host of other (perhaps not
quite so comprehensive) systems are designed and developed recently [refs.
3] also incorporate to varying degrees expert systems to describe and mani-
pulate data bases and to perform diagnostic tasks.



The author believes that any future system has to be an integration
of mathematical modeling and expert systems, and that the closer one gets to
an industrial environment (see recent advances in compact synchrotrons dedi-
cated to X-ray lithography), the more the controls systems have to shift
towards the latter.
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1. Summary
The programming environment of the Methodical Accelerator Design (MAD)

series of programs is surveyed, with an emphasis on features related to control
systems software.

2. Introduction
MAD is a comprehensive set of accelerator programs, originally integrated by

F. C. Lselin and E. Keil at CERN (1). It is a modern, interactive and network
oriented tool kit serving accelerator design, theory, and practice needs. In sum-
mary, MAD now has cell matching, optical function, tracking, simulated error,
orbit correction, harmonic, and electron spin polarization features, with others in
progress. Its full contents, with references to its contributors and antecedents are
documented extensively in a User's Manual (2) and a Programmer's Manual (3),
with a Physicist's Manual in progress (4). It is almost computer system indepen-
dent, currently running on those of IBM, Vax, Unix, Apollo, CDC, and Cray
machines. At BNL it is maintained and enhanced on SUN - Unix Workstations;
at CERN this is done on large IBM systems.

These MAD modeling procedures interact with a representation of the
accelerator contained in a primitive form of relational data base, which is for
practical purposes an object oriented storage pool. Much of the present support-
ing software was adapted from early BNL storage ring control software proto-
types (5). Interpreters and decoders connect the program user with this storage
pool, using a standard accelerator description language that encourages consistent
and portable exchange of information (6). Various service functions extend this
data base to the local file system and its networking appendages in a manner
relatively independent of host systems. In the following, features of this environ-
ment are highlighted and related to conventional control system applications.
The modeling components extend readily to the needs of more intelligent
software systems expected to come.
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3. Background.
Storage ring studies at BNL in the period of 1980 - 1983 sought underlying

principles to simplify and reduce the scale of the controls software effort from
that experienced by other large projects. The seemingly astronomical resources
committed in two major CERN accelerator controls efforts simply would not be
available for BNL initiatives. The rapid advance of computer technology would
clearly favor the use of the comfortable programming environments, languages,
and techniques of large computers, removing the costly constraints of 16 bit
machines. The usual practices of one-of-a- kind programs that did essentially the
same thing, albeit in the dialects of accelerator theory, or of vacuum or power
supply subsystems, etc., would have to yield to common software services of con-
siderably more power and flexibility that adapted more naturally to future
growth. Common foundations obviously would also support the upgrades of the
theory and design programs then in use, leading to further coordination of
software efforts.

Even more important to these studies was a conviction that software should
be designer from the start to handle future opportunities presented by newer
technologies throughout the lifetime of the machines. Superconducting storage
rings with relatively long fill times were expected to make new demands upon
operating practices. The modeling techniques ot accelerator theory were assumed
to be an integral part of machine operations resources, and computing power of
the appropriate scale of multimegaflops was budgeted accordingly (7). Examples
considered among possible new operations scenarios were models against which
the consequences of changes of settings, such as tunes, could be reviewed, and
relatively intelligent adaptive subsystems to help promote beam stability. A
number of such paper games reinforced an emerging picture of operations and
modeling algorithms working off similar structured, dynamically managed data
bases, with essentially open ended flexibility (8).

Such concepts of ideal controls software soon evolved into models in which
all of the details of particular accelerators were viewed as data that could be
managed by a relatively few quite general operations, together with specific algo-
rithms now freed from doing their own data collection. These ideas were verified
in tracking programs rewritten at BNL (5). In close collaboration, these proto-
types were subsequently combined with the MAD programs being developed at
CERN to coordinate LEP accelerator physics modeling activities. Quite similar
principles were also successfully applied to the controls software of the BESSY
Synchrotron at about the same time (9), demonstrating a dramatic saving of
effort.
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4. The MAD Modeling Environment.

4.1. Representing Accelerator Information.
In first approximation, most modeling and control applications can be

reduced to sets of elementary operations that can work from a combination of
ordered lists and simple parameter storage units. The ordering of magnets in a
lattice is a typical list. Another kind of list might involve the selection of data
which is to appear in a report or graph. A typical parameter storage unit, an ele-
ment, describes an aspect of some physical item of interest to the programs, such
as the properties of a magnet. Tn an accelerator description, lists, tables, and
individual data items such as parameters, or their groupings as elements that
characterize a magnet, pump, or other entity, are all uniquely named objects,
identifiable by name. By design these lists and storage units correspond closely
to groupings and particular entities in a real system.

In MAD, all objects lie in a common memory pool, a streamlined data base
organized for rapid access by the repertoire of programs which communicate with
each other and with program users through the pool. Examined in more detail,
these objects consist of a header part which enables the system to find it and
instructs processing algorithms how to handle it, and a second part with list,
table, or parameter data proper. A handful of elementary operators, collectively
called a memory management system, service pool details. All lists, parameter
groups, tables, and other objects are in effect open ended in that their combined
sizes are limited only by the dimension of the common pool, a single parameter in
the program.

Reduced to essentials, these dynamic, linked list storage concepts have been
used in physics software almost since the advent of compilers. Data representa-
tion and storage schemes very similar to what are now called "object oriented"
were already appearing in track chamber event recognition programs by 1963
(10). In more modern dress, the "Smalltalk" studies at Xerox PARC (11) and
their subsequent applications in the Macintosh and ouher computers have greatly
extended the techniques.

4.2. Language Tools.
A flexible interpreter attempts to understand accelerator description state-

ments and commands expressed in an "almost natural language". The syntax
elements of the language are the usual tokens of names, numbers, and character
strings, separated by blanks or other punctuation as breaks The parser expects
to see a known keyword, a label, and, optionally, phrases of labels and data of
parameters belonging to the keyword class of object.

DD Drift I = 2.2
Parameter data may be integer or real numbers, or characters in the form of
names or explicitly in quoted strings. Names may be also used in the sense of
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logical variables for program options. Numerical parameters may also take the
form of expressions, nominally in Fortran form, which may include references to
other numbers or parameters known to the program, either as defined constants,
or as parts of other stored objects. A numerical parameter is stored as a value,
plus a flag to note whether it appeared in the defining statement, plus a pointer
that indicates how the parameter is to be evaluated if it is part of an expression.

All details of vocabulary, data types of parameters, initial values, and,
optionally, acceptable ranges of numerical parameters, are data to the program.
They are expressed as keyword definition statements, which are decoded and
stored as keyword objects in the pool. Keywords here have the customary role cf
defining the properties of a class of objects in conventional schema. Using the
corresponding keyword object as a guide, each satisfactory statement is converted
to a corresponding object in the common pool, where it is available to the pro-
gram as a whole. New commands and processes only need to have new keywords
defined in the dictionary to indicate which parameters are needed; no changes in
the decoders are required.

The language tools present the needed data to the routines of the program
in the form of a parameter table within a pool object derived from the keyword.
In programming practice, the information in the objects is often described by
data structures, accessed by a single pointer to the first parameter of an object.
In more complicated cases, service routines evaluate parameter expressions and
move information into local, compacted versions of the object structures to help
simplify coding. The structure definitions, available as common " decks", serve as
a part of the interface between applications programs and the data base.

Largely for administrative reasons, keywords, elements, parameters, lists,
and commands are considered distinct kinds of objects, but with considerable
overlap of handling.

The interpreters will also accept fixed field format lattice definition state-
ments in the Synch Program.

4.3. List Management Tools.
A list, such as a beam line, is formally a statement that defines a set as a

collection of the members named in the list.
BB Line = ( A, B, C )

Members may be individual elements or other lists. An element or list may be a
member of any number of lists, except if circular nesting is involved. The order
of appearance of the members is usually important and preserved. The
equivalent frame construct is:

(BB, (A,B, C))
List statements are expressed in a syntax that resembles a macro language,

with repeat, grouping, reflection, reference to other lists, and other convenience
features:
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Ring Lint = ( DD, 8 * ( BB, - BB ) , DD )

List definition statements are decoded into intermediate list objects, while the
complete picture of the machine or procedures is assembled in the pool. When all
of the information is complete, commands may be given to expand the individual
lists into working lists(sequence maps) where each occurrence of each name in the
list and any dependent sublist objects is replaced by a pointer to the correspond-
ing basic object in the data base. The expand operation is analogous to the way
a computer system prepares a load map when linking the routines and common
of a program together, and is basically an initialization endeavor. The physics
computations access these sequence maps of particular beam lines. Lists can also
be edited in place, and member items can be substituted from other lists.

4.4. Commands.

Commands usually consist of a combination of parameters directed to a par-
ticular algorithm or service tool, and a directive to do something with the param-
eters. A command statement is likewise decoded and its contents written into
the pool in a command object. Parameters of the more complicated commands
are usually moved from their pool objects into local data structures to ease cod-
ing. The local structures are initialized using default values taken from the dic-
tionary of keyword objects; policy is to avoid encoding parameters.

A command is routed for execution to its corresponding routines through
two levels of branches based upon unique codes in its header. The first level sub-
divides into the principal physics sections, as well as file services, general help -
display - debugging services, and MAD specific services sections. The second lev-
els branch to routines specific to individual commands.

Commands may be grouped together as Subroutines, an obvious form of
list, which are called by their labels as needed. Individual commands may also be
stored for later execution. These convenience features closely resemble their
counterparts in exec files and alias definitions of the host computers.

4.5. Memory Management Tools.

Simple primitives handle pool space matters. They create, find, modify,
and delete objects.

Create:

DD Drift L = 2.2

Modify:

DD Edit L = 2.3

Delete:

Delete DD

Objects are bidirectionally linked by memory, by alphabetic, and by key-
word chains. The memory links serve for pool space management, and are
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retained for all active and deleted objects. Relinking is done when deleted
objects are overwritten during garbage removal. The alphabetic chains are used
for locating objects by name, and in effect are a series of open ended chains based
on starting letter of names to avoid scanning the full memory chain. The key-
word chains are used by some activities to scan for particular classes of object,
such as data tables. A parameter with an expression is linked directly to an
object holding an internal representation of the expression. Expression objects
are also linked via keyword chains to the objects whose parameters require the
expressions. In addition, parameter expressions are linked to each other so all
can be updated before commands which depend upon them are executed.

Similar primitives extend the pool capabilities by exchanging pool objects
with the host file directory system, engaged by user commands. In this interac-
tive environment, service commands also enable recovering or reallocating pool
memory at user demand, which may be guided by appropriate displays of current
pool use. Large tables, such as those of the optical functions, are connected to a
direct access table server to make them open ended, with excess information sent
to the file system, much like a virtual memory service, without the undesired
attention of system restrictions.

4.6. File Management Tools.
MAD offers several levels of user access to the file system, dynamically from

within the program. Pool objects may be exchanged on a named basis with the
file system. The files attached to input and output data streams may be
redirected or reassigned at user request ( Assign command ). The current state
of the elements and lists in pool can be saved in the form of a file written in
input statement formats, so that it may be recalled as input in later sessions
( Save, Call commands ). Snapshot dumps may be used to preserve intermediate
states of the common pool, such as a lengthy computational result ( Pooldump
commands ). Certain file use consistency checks are performed by a protective
layer that minimizes the chance of losing an interactive session through mistyp-
ing file names, or using file names inconsistently, or similar mistakes that irritate
the host system.

In Unix dialects, shell commands may be executed from within MAD.

4.7. Help, Trace and Debugging Tools.
A limited helper service explains the contents of the various kinds of state-

ment, based upon a display of their keywords. The contents of any of the pool
objects .iay be examined, aided by limited wild card and summary conveniences.
A memory pool use display helps with housekeeping. An internal trace and
debugging dump mechanism may be invoked on user command for isolating pro-
gram and accelerator description problems ( Setdumps command ). The trace
lists values of pertinent pointers and arguments at each entry into selected rou-
tines.
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Alternatively, a marker may be inserted in the data stream to send control
to a dummy routine that can be targeted as a debugger stop at a known point in
the program.

5. MAD and Controls Software Environments.
MAD very runs comfortably in the workstation - distributed server environ-

ment that is being introduced into accelerator control systems. With all of its
trimmings included, it expects about 6 Mbyte of memory, well within the real
memory capacity of most work stations. Cpu intensive modeling procedures run
much faster in real memory, which is cheap enough to discourage debate. Typi-
cally the physics parts discussed here sit in a computing node.

The inherent flexibility of this environment is admirably suited to control
software. What are normally viewed as separate subsystems can be handled by
conventional subsystem specific algorithms that interact through the same kind
of data base, even if the information stored may be very different from that dis-
cussed for MAD. The vocabulary and parameters are defined through different
keywords where needed to match a given activity, but the interpreters and other
interfaces in principle need not be changed. One or more of such subsystems can
be brought up onto a workstation console screen, quite independent of other
operators viewing other aspects. Snapshot features enable reading large segments
of already formatted objects into each local workstation pool at file reading
speeds. Functions to get numbers from control points can be designed to be the
same logically at a very low level of system abstraction, which is more or less
common already. Report generators and similar activities address tables that are
objects containing instructions for presenting their contents. The graphics inter-
faces also work from table objects, and may take advantage of particular local
workstation features.

In the list oriented viewpoint outlined here, most control commands can be
given the form of lists of things to do, and other lists of things on which to act.
As needed at each step, an activity draws its basic data from the elementary pool
objects that describe commands or parts of the accelerator. These data may be
refreshed from active devices via familiar message passing services. For a trivial
example that generates a typical status report, a command first creates a tem-
porary report table object in the pool. It then locates or causes the expansion of a
list of the control points involved, in reality a list of pointers to elementary
objects holding the parameters of the control points. This list, together with the
table, is submitted to a "Get Values" routine. For each list entry, "Get Values"
sends a message to the local server of the control point to return a reading from
the point. It then files each reply into the table being built for the report and
returns to the requesting command. The table object is then passed to a report
writer, and filed or deleted. Names of such lists are supplied as parameters to the
report generating primitives. The lists themselves are composed as needed, or
called from canned files. There are endless variants as to how the primitives can
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be employed, given a rather simple set of them.
At the device level in such a picture, the local software services consist of a

message reader / writer, a table editor, a local table, and device servers that link
the local table with the actual control points. The entries of the local table
closely resemble the objects of the parent system. This is undoubtedly familiar.

6. Experience.
MAD is in use in approximately 60 laboratories and universities throughout

the world. There are perhaps ten personal versions about BNL on half as many
different computers, which in a perverse way has helped to make MAD more
portable and reduce questionable coding. Quite complicated studies of the huge
LEP machine fit comfortably in 2.5 Mbyte pool allocations. Its most glaring prob-
lem now is slow tracking in the Transport method, which is being addressed.

The practices noted here lead to extremely robust programs, which can be
modified and extended almost at will without disturbing other code. This result
has been called "fearless programming" (12). These styles also lead to certain
economies of code and space. In rough numbers, more than half of the 10K lines
of code in an early version of MAD were concerned with decoding input state-
ments. The common decoders which replaced them were about one third shorter.
This change also offered more imaginative language and other capabilities to the
program. The number of commands has since perhaps tripled, without affecting
the basic decoders. While no longer of real concern, the total amount of array
storage needed is also reduced, as the scheme of storing all objects in a common
pool has proved more economical than fragmented tables. Both permanent and
temporary tables are now treated as objects in the reusable storage pool.

Among the pleasant surprises has been the ease with which new code can be
created or adapted and tested, which is not entirely expected in a large, bulky
program. Perhaps this is helped by some of the software engineering customs
that have found their way into MAD: object oriented methods, prototyping,
(Unix) environments and tools, workstations, etc., a set favored by Brooks in a
recent review (13). (Similarly certain fads such as bubble diagrams were cons-
ciously avoided.) Of particular interest are prototyping experiences, a kind of jar-
gon used to dignify successive approximation approaches, which workstations
seem to encourage. For example, a relatively self contained block of 4000 lines of
electron spin polarization code recently added to MAD required only one line of
new code to branch from the command switch to the new code. The descriptions
of all commands and parameters needed were entered uneventfully as data into
the MAD keyword dictionary. This formidable code was first largely rewritten to
match the MAD styles, data organization, and interfaces in a series of steps. The
extent of the changes was adjusted so the spin sections could be verified on a
simple example lattice at each step, over a period of a month. The spin sections
were then applied to a series of major machine lattices, and then further rewrit-
ten to correct omissions, improve performance, and expand capabilities in
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similarly paced steps. These steps, which in some cases might involve changes in
over 10% of the spin subprogram statements, would often work the same day as
entered.

The use of Fortran 77, always suspect for controls software, adds only a few
annoying quirks to these tasks of simple minded data management. These
mainly arise from mixing integers, character strings, and reals in the pool which
is blind to such data types. Purists more likely would opt for languages like
C++ (14), but few accomplished physicists find these preferable for heavy com-
putations. There is no noticeable delay caused to the modeling activities by the
pool management interfaces, so even if Fortran is a worst case performer, better
speed would seem to come most cheaply by buying faster workstations. The mix
of Unix and Fortran seems to lead to code that usually runs to completion
regardless of mistakes, a curious trait which can often be exploited for debugging.

7. Epilogue.
MAD as it stands is by no stretch of the imagination being proposed here as

a serious candidate for running a control system. Yet it has many features that
are common and desirable in control software, and it has hooks to the most obvi-
ously missing ones. All activities are inherently data driven and message based:
the header contents of objects serve as messages to primitives that service their
contents. Graphics has not been emphasized, mainly because there is still no
easy way to invest in graphics that is widely portable in the sense of the current
international distribution of the MAD programs. All graphics calls do pass
through a common interface in MAD, easing the problem of coupling to specific
local graphics software. Similarly, all reader inputs pass through a common
interface, which can easily accommodate menu drivers, based upon already avail-
able MAD menu lists and keywords, but menu drivers are not as yet particularly
portable either.

Some' primitive applications of what has come to be called expert systems
technology were anticipated in the BNL controls antecedents which found have
their way into MAD. One such venture was outlined in studies of manual injec-
tion procedures at the ISR, which sought to characterize suitable parameters and
optimizing criteria to automate these procedures with test beam pulses and moni-
tors for ISA purposes. The control program structures and services were
expected to handle a set of such scenerios as routine cases.

While more formal features of successful expert systems experiences have not
been introduced per se into MAD, it should be quite straightforward to do so.
The object oriented backbone of MAD is similar to that used in some expert sys-
tems. Rules and parameterized rules drivers can easily be added as data into the
same environment used by the MAD modeling algorithms. The elementary
features of more general inference schemes, to the extent that they are useful in
accelerator scenarios, add readily as new code.
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Measurement and correction of CESR optics •

S. Peck
Newman Laboratory of Nuclear Studies Ithaca N.Y. 14853

Given a presumption that there will be ample emphasis given to more
complex model-based control systems than are found in the present CESR
operation, I will mainly concentrate on a prerequisite for such systems,
and the CESR experience with this aspect. Namely, given the unknown
imperfections how to go about improving the accuracy of a machine model,
or correcting the imperfections, perhaps without necessarily 'finding'
them.

Since the measurement of beam position is central to many optics
measurements, but the process of closed orbit correction is relatively
mature- I will mention the defects in our measurement process, but not the
process of orbit correction. Economic considerations led to a clustered
processing of position monitor data in CESR, with 6 sets of electronics in
the tunnel each processing some 70 pickups to produce 98 sets of vertical
and horizontal positions. To minimize the total length of wide bandwidth
cabling, relays connect each detector to one of 12 Heliax lines leading to
the processors. Small variations in the contact resistance of these RF
relays will change the voltage arriving at the processor.

The minimum possible time to measure an orbit at CESR is dominated by
the 1/30 second wait allowed for relays to sake reasonably stable contact,
and the limited (8) parallelism in reading the data. However, other, morE
and less avoidable overhead contributes to an actual time of about 15 to 30
seconds to read and display a full set of 98 horizontal and vertical beam
positions. This is generally felt not to be objectionable. The usual
pattern of closed orbit correction is one or two cycles of data-taking and
correction, per plane, and takes 5 minutes or less altogether. Residual
deviations are about .2 mm vertical and .5 mm (rms) horizontal.

After about 2000 days of operation, this collection of relays seems to
Le in late middle age. About 1/2 of them have been replaced or refurbished.
Present usage averages about 60 relay cycles per day to measure some 15
orbits per day. Unexpectedly long (Seconds) periods during which contact
resistance slowly decreases have been observed. Observed as orbit errors,
displacements of 1 to 3 mm typically occur every few full orbit
measurements. The frequency and severity of errors is not at all regular,
with a gradual buildup in offending relays followed by much better
operation after a shutdown in which the worst offenders are replaced.

Since CESR operates below the tune values originally contemplated, and
had a generous level of beam detectors to begin with, it has 10 beam
detectors per betatron wavelength. This means that even several
(non-adjacent) defective detector relays present little more than a visual
blemish than a orbit correction problem. Because of the redundancy in a
typical closed orbit measurement, with robust correction method unphysical
errors are effectively ignored. However these errors and more numerous
smaller errors (1/10 mm level) can limit measurements using the difference
of two similar orbits.

One example is the procedure (originated by R. Littauer) used to
calibrate beam detectors with respect to the adjacent quadrupole centers.
It depends on the absence of any orbit perturbation when the excitation of
one quadrupole is varied, if the beam is centered in that quad. Resonances
in the tune plane suggest a prudent variation in quad strength of about 1
or 2%; it turns out that obtaining the centered position within .1 mm
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requires the detection of about a .01 mm residual orbit difference. This
performance is usually available some of the time; however the sporadic
relay problems confuse a simple automated scheme. At present a human
intervenes to reject such cases, pending available time and inclination to
make a smarter program.

Another application of small orbit differences is tracking down small
variations in steering power supplies. These typically cause .5 ma orbit
shifts over the period of a shift or day, which both disturb CHESS
synchrotron light beamlines, and cause some variation in colliding beam
performance. A program developed by M. Billing attempts to fit these small
shifts to trace the phase, and eventually location of the perturbing
correction element. The noise level in such orbit differences decreases
confidence in the result, so that sometimes one waits for confirming
evidence, such as actual power supply error signal variations.

Since CESR operates with 7 bunches each of electrons and positrons,
but only two interaction regions, horizontal electrostatic separation is
used to prevent the 12 unwanted collisions in the arcs. Fart of the
procedure for setting up a new operating point is adjusting the closure of
the fullwave bumps used to do this. To avoid residual separation at the
desired collision points, the aim is to reduce the ripple outside the +/-
14 mm bumps to .lmm or less. Since one has 1/2 a ring worth of detectors
to do this , it is easily done by eye, adjusting one amplitude and the
phase between the separators, and as in other cases, ignoring points
outside the main wave.

For some time at CESR the field from the experimental solenoid has
been compensated, not by another solenoid nearby, but by rotating several
IR quadrupoles and exciting nearby skew quadrupoles. Uncertainties persist
about the size of errors in this scheme and their effect on beam aspect at
the collision points. As a result, numerous studies of machine coupling
have been undertaken. Some of these depend on direct measurement of phase
between two beam detectors, and are in development both as far as
measurement technique, and analysis. Another, simpler method involves
taking several orbit difference measurements, each produced by a single
large horizontal corrector change, the resulting +/- 10mm horizontal
closed orbit produces much smaller vertical orbit differences where
coupling elements are encountered. The crosstalk between horizontal and
vertical measurement does not seem to be a problem. Unfortunately, the
beam detectors in the most interesting part of the machine, near the
compensated IR region, are least trustworthy. Additional time delays will
need to be inserted into the low-level software to allow additional time
for extra relays used to add gain in this region to settle.

One last orbit- derived measurement is not used at present, but does
have some advantages, is a pinged measurement of the beta function. The
CESR timing system and position detector digitizer can be set to record the
non-equilibrium orbit on successive turns after a fast (one to two turn)
kick is applied. This does not allow the electronic averaging available
when recording an equilibrium (closed) orbit, but the data does trace out
an envelopa, after enough turns, that approaches the beta function. It can
also show the coupling effects that introduce a vertical motion, even when
the original kick is horizontal. This does not have as good a signal to
noise ratio as the closed orbit method for finding coupling effects. As a
beta measurement method it probably could have been made to work, although
some details of detector nonlinearity need to handled carefully. Also this
method exercises the beam detector relays much more than just measuring an
equilibrium orbit. The more direct measurement of beta ended up actually
being used to correct the CESR beta function.

Ueasurement of the closed orbit is a prerequisite in the commissioning
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of an accelerator, and only an automated method is really practical.
However no similar necessity initially existed at CESR for automated tune
measurement. It was sufficient that the rertical and horizontal tunes can
be observed and adjusted to desired values. This was all that was done for
some time at CESR. The swept signal from a spectrum analyzer is amplified
and applied to coils on a section of ceramic beam pipe , exciting beam
oscillations in the vertical or horizontal plane, which are detected by
dedicated beam pickups. This signal is stretched to increase lower
frequency components, and applied to the inputs of the same spectrum
analyzer used as a excitation source, resulting in clear responses at the
betatron frequency.

However, given a machine in which each magnetic element can be
individually varied, it is natural to both worry that there are errors in
these individual excitations, and hope that they can be corrected. Early
attempts were made to measure the beta function at each quadrupole by
changing the strength, and manually recording the changes in betatron
frequency that resulted. This procedure took about 4 hours. To be useful,
the data had to be accurate to less than the frequently observed width of
the response peak, which could be asymmetric, as well. Initial attempts to
use this limited quality and quantity of data used the 'Z' design program
and were limited to finding symmetrical excitation errors in the large IS
quads. This was only moderately successful. The 4 hours of machine time to
check each correction was disheartening, at best.

In addition to the time required, the above method leaves the
quadrupoles in a different magnetic cycle than before the measurement,
even if the tunes are reset. This means repeated measurements require
dumping a stored beam, cycling the magnets, and refilling. Before
automated tune measurement became practical, this made the pinged beta
measurement look rather attractive.

The key element in automating the tune measurement is a phase locked
loop which has a processed beam detector signal as input, and delivers a
excitation signal to the beam shaker, rejecting signals such as magnet
chopper noise and detecting the coherent signal actually carried by the
beam from excitation coil to pickup. A clean frequency output by this unit
is converted at the computer interface to a 16 bit count of cycles per
1/10 second. This gives a lOHz frequency resolution, readable 10 times a
second.

Sampling this signal 4 times gives a typical rms jitter of 20 Hz or
.00005 in fractional tune. This is not a significant source of error.
Then the measurement of vertical and horizontal beta takes 7 seconds per
quadrupole. During this time the following cycle is directed from a
P0P75O, with the hardware instructions delivered from a PDP-11: A base
tune measurement, with no change in magnet current, is taken 4 times. Then
the selected quad current is increased in 4 steps, each enough to change
the more sensitive of the 2 tunes by about 500 Hz. At each step, a 1/2
second pause lets the quad settle, and 4 tune measurements are averaged.
Then the magnet is slewed back a slightly lower value than it's starting
current, to reset the tune.

By only measuring the result of increasing the quadrupole k value
above its design value, the average beta found is within 1% of the
expected value. Relative errors in the uncorrected machine are 15-20 %
(delta beta/beta). Earlier attempts to center the measurement about the
design k value had 5-10% systematic error, due to hysteresis. The
measurement of beta vertical and horizontal at all 98 quads takes about
12 minutes, with the only human intervention being a nervous glance at
the phase lock. Moderate care in globally decoupling the machine insures
against have the two separate tune trackers jumping to lock on one of
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the tunes.

Using these measured beta values, one can correct the machine beta
function to about the 5% level. Part of the remaining error is forced by a
higher priority given to closing the electrostatic bumps. At present this
requires adjusting the small number of quadrupoles that are not in the
bump region by enough to introduce part of the residual beta error.

After this emphasis on defects and measurements, I will make a small
remark on theoretical models used. The programs used at CESR use thick
optical elements, rather than any thin-lens equivalents, throughout. Since
one of the early goals was to approach a single pass design procedure,
experience showing how much time was spent recalculating thin lens results
made this a simple choice. However, use of cpu timing methods indicated
far more significant gains were possible by careful coding and structure,
than the small time increase due to thick elements. Both the pattern of
thick lens calculations and the particular (MINOP) minimization routine
used for early design have proved useful for further correction methods
used to the present. ~"

* Work supported by the National Science Foundation
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GOLD:

Integration of Model-based Control Systems with Artificial Intelligence and Worksta-
tions

Martin Lee, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, CA 94305
Scott Clear-water, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545 .

Our experience with model based accelerator control started at SPEAR. Since that time
nearly all accelerator beam lines have been controlled using model-based application
programs, lor example, PEP and SLC at SLAC. In order to take advantage of state-of-
the-art hardware and software technology, the design and implementation of the accelera-
tor control programs have undergone radical changes with time. Consequently, SPEAR,
PEP, and SLC all use different control programs. Since many of these application pro-
grams are imbedded deep into the control system, they had to be rewritten each time.
Each time this rewriting has occurred a great deal of time and effort has been spent on
training physicists and programmers to do the job. Now, we have developed these appli-
cation programs for a fourth time. This time, however, the programs we are developing
are generic so that we will not have to do it again. We have developed an integrated
system called GOLD (Generic Orbit & Lattice Debugger) for debugging and correcting
trajectory errors in accelerator lattices. The system consists of a lattice modeling pro-
gram (COMFORT), a beam simulator (PLUS), a graphical workstation environment (mi-
cro-VAX) and an expert system (ABLE). This paper will describe some of the features
and applications of our integrated system with emphasis on the automation offered by-
expert systems.

Up to now, our program has been able to solve one type of problem that is often encoun-
tered during accelerator start-up and commissioning. Now, we have a program that is
generic because it can be used for the control of either storage rings or beam-lines, large
or small machines and also for the analysis of measured or simulated data. Also the
integrated system can be run to automatically find errors in an accelerator lattice without
human intervention. Finally, GOLD is transportable and can also be easily incorporated
into any existing control system.

COMFORT[1] is a lattice modeling program that performs first-order optics calculations
from bends, quadrupoles, drifts, and accelerator sections. COMFORT uses as input the
order, length and strength of the elements in the beam line. The user can also specify
lattice function values or transfer matrix values at various fit points. The output are the
transfer matrices across each element. The fits are done using a sophisticated non-linear
optimization program, NPSLAC[2]. A special version of COMFORT generates output
that is used as input to the beam simulator, PLUS.
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PLUS[3J calculates beam trajectories at each beam position monitor (BPM) including
effects due to errors. These errors include beam-kick errors such as: dipole field errors
(due to mis-aligned quadrupolec, mis-calibrated bending magnet strengths); quadrupole
field errors (due to quadrupole mis-calibration); beam energy errors (dE/E); beam en-
trance errors (x,xf); and BPM errors (due to offset, mis-calibration). The input to PLUS
are the transfer matrices generated by COMFORT and BPM data.

To find errors with GOLD manually using interactive graphics, the user guesses which
elements are causing the errors and allows the beam-kick at those elements to vary dur-
ing optimization. The optimization minimizes the differences between the input reference
BPM data and the corresponding values computed using the model The outputs of
GOLD are the strengths of the various beam-kicks and the model-predicted BPM values.
By analyzing many different possible sources of the error(s) the user can often Find very
good candidate solutions which we refer to as "gold" candidates. The problem with this
manual mode is that it is laborious, time-consuming (typically several hours to several
days) and involves extensive bookkeeping by the physicist. We will now discuss how a
graphical environment can be used to improve the error-finding efficiency.

The graphical display of GOLD shows the relative position of the elements and monitors
along a beam line. It also plots the reference BPM data along with the model-predicted
BPM values. The BPM values are connected by a straight line to give an "orbit". The
user can then determine by visually pattern-matching the two orbits whether the fit is
reasonable or not. The graphical environment allows the user to "play games" and de-
velop rules for debugging lattices. Thus GOLD can be used not only by expers develop-
ing new problem-solving strategies but also as a training tool. New strategies can learned
using either simulated or real beam data. The system is generic because it can and has
been used on transport lines, circular machines, large and small machines and on real or
simulated data. Examples of some applications of GOLD are described below.

Figure 1 shows data from the CERN SPS. The SPS consists of six sextants each with two
full superperiods. The data analyzed extended over two sextants. As can be-seen from
the figure, the reference and model prediction do not agree after the seventh monitor.
Figure 2 shows that by putting an error in at element 16 the good match between data and
prediction extends to monitor 13. Two other errors are needed to fit all 36 monitors as is
shown in figure 3. The results of figure 3 allow several important statements to be made
regarding the machine, namely, the model is good, the BPMs are good, and the calibra-
tions are good because the answer obtained is correct to within 5% of the acuta) measured
changes made to the machine. This example shows the importance of solving this class
of problems (first-order) because it tells so much about the hardware and software of the
machine. It is also crucial to understand the first-order properties of the machine before
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worrying about higher-order problems. Figure 4 shows a similar application for the small
CERN EPA (Electron-Positron Accumulator) ring. GOLD has been used to find errors
in other storage rings and transport lines at.CERN and SLAC including: bending errors in
LEAR (Low-Energy Anti-proton Ring) , quadrupole focus errors in the SLC (SLAC
Linear Collider) damping rings, BPM errors in the ring-to-linac system of the SLC,
energy errors in the beam switchyard at SLAC and coupling errors within the arc
achromats of the SLC. We wish to acknowledge S. Kleban from SLAC for his invaluable
assistance in analyzing data and for his help with the graphics.

Starting-up and commissioning an accelerator facility is similar to a doctor diagnosing a
patient for some illness. In our case the patients are accelerators with first-order optical
problems. The symptoms are large closed orbit or trajectory errors, improper launch
feedback control, lattice change errors, auto-steering not working, or difficulty in storing
or restoring the beam. When these symptoms are present, the causes cannot be found, or
the symptoms cannot be corrected, it is time to call the "accelerator doctors". Just as
with people doctors there are many kinds of accelerator doctors. In the paragraphs above
the doctors are the ones who use the state-of-the-art diagnostic tools (model simulation
with graphical interface). Unfortunately, most doctors are more traditional and don't use
the most up to date tools and simply "knob" the accelerator. Even worse, in some cases
the physicists aren't even the ones developing the diagnostic tools or the tools themselves
may have bugs. For these reasons there needs to be close collaboration between the tool
users and the tool makers when building and using the tools. In the 1970's researchers in
Artificial Intelligence attempted to capture the diagnostic capabilities of experts in infec-
tious diseases [3]. We have chosen to apply these methods of "expert systems" to the
diagnosis of accelerator lattice errors.

Expert systems provide a means for automating the expert problem-solving methods used
by accelerator physicists. Highly-specialized hardware and software environments have
been devised to aid in the construction of expert systems. We used these tools to develop
the ABLE[5] system which finds dipole field errors in beam lines. ABLE incorporates a
rule-based strategy for finding these errors along with the information provided by the
PLUS beam simulator. We used GOLD as a training tool for inventing new error-finding
methods and for testing the codified rules. We were able to achieve good performance on
simulated data with ABLE off-line at the Stanford Knowledge Systems Laboratory.

Unfortunately, these specialized environments used by Artificial Intelligence practitioners
have not made there way into the accelerator control room. Also the maturity of this
hardware and software is not yet at the high level of reliability that has come to be
expected by accelerator physicists. Finally, many expert systems have never made it out
the computer science laboratory. To avoid all these short-comings we thought it wise to
get an accelerator debugger into an accelerator control room as soon as possible. To this
end we developed GOLD to ain on an "ordinary" computer. For example, the graphics
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used by GOLD allows it to run on a micro-VAX workstation, which are found in many
accelerator control rooms. Like ABLE, GOLD contains a rule-based system but with
higher performance. GOLD has also been tested on many more sets of actual beam data.
Since GOLD can be run in a fully-automated fashion there is no need for a sophisticated
interactive graphical environment. GOLD obtains its data from simple database "puts"
and "gets" the details of which may vary between control systems. This stand alone
feature enabled us to develop our system completely independently of any control system,
but at the same time it has "hooks" so that it can run on any control system.

Since GOLD contains all the tools of the trade, an accelerator "knobber" can knob GOLD
manually with interactive graphics instead of knobbing the machine. This allows him to
see the effects of his change without wasting beam time or causing damage to the ma-
chine. An accelerator doctor who likes to knob several elements at once can use GOLD
automatically and see how good his guesses are (knobbing more than two elements simul-
taneously becomes too complicated). We have found that using the automated expert
system first is the most efficient because it either solves the problem outright or helps to
reduce the number of cases to be examined. Our experience has shown that for cases we
can solve using GOLD manually, such as those described here (see figure 3), the expert
system can always find the same answer. If the expert system cannot find a sensible
solution it means that the experts cannot find one either without a lot of guessing and trial
and error effort. As we learn more by solving the problems the expert system cannot
handle we can add that new knowledge into GOLD so that the expert system can auto-
matically do the job next time. Since the integrated GOLD system contains every tool
anyone ever needs, we believe the use of GOLD to be the only sane way to debug accel-
erator lattices.

In summary, we have integrated several powerful problem-solving techniques, modeling,
simulation, optimization, interactive graphics, and expert systems into a single generic
orbit and lattice debugging and correcting program, GOLD. GOLD has been used suc-
cessfully in closed-loop analysis to find errors in beam lines using real data. The impor-
tance of GOLD is that it provides the analysis of kick-errors in a machine that is needed
before any other errors can be found and corrected. To close the loop that includes the
on-line control system all that is needed is to use simple database "puts" and "gets". To
use GOLD for correcting lattices, choose the actual correctors closest to the gold candi-
dates found by GOLD and then ask GOLD to find the corrector strengths. According to
the expert (M.L.) the program can find errors as well as he can and in much less time.
The structure and methods of GOLD can be used for the analysis of other problems such
as emittance analysis, dispersion correction and other applications.
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Figure 1 — Analysis of SPS data with data and model prediction. Fit is good only
through first seven monitors. The X's on the plots are the location of the magnet ele-
ments along the beam line. The height of an X above the x-axis is proportional to the
value of the error.

Figure 2 — Same SPS data as figure 1 but now including an error at element 16. Note
that the fit is now gcod over 13 monitors.

Figure 3 — Using three errors the fit is good over all 36 monitors. The elements and
strengths found agree with the actual change made to within 5%. Manual and automated
use of GOLD give the same answer.

Figure 4 — CERN EPA data and the fit found by analysis.
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Model Based Controls and the
AGS Booster Controls System Architecture

Richard A. Casella
August 18, 1987

For the past three years the Accelerator Controls Section has been
responsible for the development of the Heavy Ion Transfer Line (HITL)
used to inject heavy ions created at the Tandem Van de Graaff into the
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS). This was recognized as an
opportunity to test new ideas for control of a beam line, which if
successful, could be implemented in an upgrade of the existing control
system for the AGS.

The in place control system for the AGS consisted of DEC PDP10
computer as the primary computer interface to the accelerator via three
control room consoles, and keeper of the device database. For the HITL
project it was decided to make the control system a true distributed
network putting more computing power down at the device level via
intelligent subsystems. A network of Apollo workstations was added at
the host level. Apollos run a distributed operating system and are
connected to each other by the Domain Token Ring Network. The Apollos
were seen as the new primary computers for consoles with each console
containing at least one Apollo. These hosts and all other subsystems
are connected to each other via an in house developed LAN (RELWAY).
All connections to RELWAY are made through comboxes. A coinbox
provides the access channel to RELWAY. It performs the following
functions: cable interface from RELWAY; modem receiver; modem
transmitter; status display of main and branch lines; buffering of
incoming and outgoing main line data; flow control and buffering of
branch line traffic. Devices are communicated with through two more
levels of hardware, stations and device controllers. Stations are
Intel 8086 processors and are responsible for passing communications
from comboxes (via branch line) to the device controllers (via either
IEEE-4 88 branch or logical multibus shared memory branch) and back and
maintaining the on-line database, or live information about devices.
This information is kept current by the station polling the device
controllers periodically and keeping this information in its local
database. This device information can be requested in report format
by the host computers. Additionally, the stations are the primary
watchers of devices. By maintaining the on-line database, the stations
know what states and setpoints devices should have *and will report
exceptions unsolicited to the alarm receiver running on one of the host
computers for display at the consoles. The stations also append or
strip network level destination protocols. The device controllers are
responsible for the real time control and data acquisition of the
devices and the passing of this information back to the stations.
Device controllers may control one or many devices.

The design of the control system developed for HITL was mostly
successful. The proposed AGS Booster is designed to be a synchrotron
injector for the AGS, capable of accelerating protons from 200 MeV
to 1.5 GeV (with the possibility of an upgrade to 2.5 GeV), at a
repetition rate of 7.5 HZ, and capable of accelerating heavy ions to a
magnetic rigidity equal to 17.52 tesla-meters at a 1 Hz repetition
rate. With the forthcoming development of the Booster for the AGS we
again have an opportunity to implement new ideas for accelerator
control.

One weakness of the HITL control system is the limited cpu power
and poor debugging facilities of the stations. A proposed improvement
is to replace the Intel 8086 station processors with Apollo 3000 series
computers. This will give more computing power (approx 1 MIP) and
higher level language development at the station. Communications over
RELWAY can be eliminated allowing easier interprocess communications
and data sharing between the host and station. Apollo now provides the
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choice of running Domain Token Ring or Ethernet opening up the
possibilities of network configuration. We are looking at three
possible scenarios. The first is one Domain ring including both hosts
and stations. The second is two Domain rings, one for hosts, one for
stations. The third possibility is to have the hosts on Domain and the
stations on Ethernet. In any of these cases any of the Apollos can be
connected to Ethernet allowing the possible addition of any types of
machines which run Ethernet that would be beneficial to the control
system.

Languages play an important part in our control system. The bulk
of control programs are now written in C and FORTRAN. Most new
code development for control programs is done in C. Model programs
(e.g. MAD) are written in FORTRAN. LISP code provides heuristic
knowledge about the accelerator. VI Datavievs provides object oriented
graphic displays for building mimic type control programs. Dataviews
provides the means of building custom tailored graphic interfaces using
an interactive graphics editor capable of connecting graphic objects to
accelerator data either by static files or mapped memory files, or
objects can be connected to processes themselves. All these languages
run on Apollos and are able to call each of the others with parameter
passing and shared memory capabilities easily. We have been able to
run LISP code communicating with accelerator instrumentation via C code
and building an input deck for MAD, invoking MAD automatically and
displaying the results graphically.

We are still in our infancy but progressing at a rapid rate and
feel that with these improvements in our architecture and increased
computing power, model based control is not just a possibility but will
become a reality in the not too distant future.
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Abstract

Twenty-four distributed minicomputers, Hitachi HIDIC 80E's and
HIDIC 80M's, are connected by optical fiber cables to form a 10-Mbps
token-ring network. NODAL, a multi-computer interpreter language
devised at CERN SPS, has been implemented on HIDIC 80's with
enhancements such as a fast execution speed, a dynamic linkage scheme
for external subroutines, etc. Al l high-level application programs
were coded in NODAL, which have needed more than 35 aan-year efforts.
Accelerators are operated through f ive identical operator's consoles
which consists of two high-resolution color graphic CRT terminals, a
pair of touch panels and a VT100 terminal used for i n t e r a c t i v e
programing. Modeling and simulation procedures used in the TRISTAN
control system are described.

1. Introduction

TRISTAN, a 30 GeV x 30 GeV electron-positron colliding facility
at KEK, has seen its first electron-positron collisions at the world
highest energy of 25 GeV in November 1986. The highly computerized
control system of TRISTAN has contributed significantly to the fast
commissioning[l].

As shown in Fig. 1, the accelerator complex of TRISTAN consists
of three major accelerators; a 400 m electron linac, which accelerates
electrons and positron up to 2.5 GeV; an accumulation ring (AR), which
accumulates electrons and positrons, accelerates them to 7 - 8 GeV,
and finally injects them to the main ring (MR); MR is an electron-
positron collider with the maximum attainable energy of 33 GeV.

This paper describes the overview of the TRISTAN control system.
Since the linac is working also as an injector to the photon factory
ring, it is controlled by an independent system. The TRISTAN control
system, therfore, covers AR and MR.

2. System Architecture

The size and complexity of TRISTAN makes it reasonable for us to
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adopt a scheme of the distributed computer control. Twenty-four
minicomputers (eleven HIDIC 80E's and thirteen HIDIC 80M's) are linked
together by optical-fiber cables to form an N-to-N token-ring network
(Data Freeway). Data Freeway i s a high-speed token-ring network for
distributed industrial control made by Hitachi, Ltd. The throughput of
the network changes according to the average message lenghth. Figure
2 show the throughput as a function of the message length. The
maximum throughput i s nearly 1000 kbyte/sec[2]. Figure 3 depicts the
overall configuration of the TRISTAN control system.

The HIDIC 80E and HIDIC 80 M are 16-bit minicomputers with 1-Mips
computing power. Each minicomputer i s equipped with 512 kbyte memory,
a magnetic disk drive with 17, 35 or 70 Mbyte capacity, a console
typewriter, a ser ia l or l ine printer, and one or two CRT terminals
(DEC VT100 or equivalent). HIDIC 80E and HIDIC 80M are e s sen t ia l l y
the same minicomputer with the only difference that on HIDIC 80H a 4-
Mbyte RAM i s ins ta l l ed and i s used as an additional "disk" device;
this has an access latency of 2 msec, which i s a substantial
improvement over the 40 ms of a disk.

The minicomputers are c la s s i f i ed into two groups: the system
computers are located in the central control room and each of them
supports one of the central-control functions of TRISTAN such as
servicing an operator console (0P0-0P4), alarm-alerting (ALO and AL1),
library (LBO) and program development (DVO). DVO i s equipped with two
magnetic-tape drives, which are used to backup the contents of
magnetic disks attached to the minicomputers.

The fifteen device-control computers control hardware equipment
such as magnets and power supplies (MG0-MQ4), radiofr@<£uency equipment
(RF0-RF2), beam transport equipment (BTO and BT1), vacuum equipment
(VAO and VA1). beam monitor equipment (BMO and BMi) and general
purpose usage (GPO). Each device-control computer has two CRT
terminals attached: one located near the computer and the other
located near the controlled devices, connected by modems, for test,
maintenance and diagnosis.

From each computer, exept LBO, a 2.5 Mbps b i t - s e r i a l CAMAC
highway extends to the equipment. The total number of the CAMAC
crates i s 185-

3. KEK NODAL

The amount of appl i ca t ion programs necessary for operation of
large accelerators should be very large, since elaborate operation and
thorough investigation of accelerators are possible only by means of
good operation programs. Usually the speed of program development i s
mainly determined by number of persons who can write programs
multiplied by the efficiency of program production. In our laboratory
the number of staff i s limited; therfore we decided that no one works
as a profess ional programer; instead hardware engineers , machine
operation engineers and beam physicists should make programs necessary
for the ir jobs. This compel I s us to make the good software-
development environment for non-professional programers. Our answer
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was to adopt the NODAL system which was devised and has been
successfully used in CERN SPS[3]»

One of the most prominent features of NODAL i s i t s multi-computer
fac i l i ty . The syntax of NODAL allows a program to be expressed as a
number of separate" parts which can be executed on different computers
in the network. Three multi-computer commands e x i s t in the NODAL:
EXEC, IMEX and REMIT. REMIT i s used to return the answer to the
computer which has issued the EXEC or IMEX command.

In the f i e l d of the distr ibuted acce lerator contro l s , many
problems which are inherent to the d i s tr ibut ion of i n t e l l i g e n c e s
should be overcome. For example, we have to take in to account the
synchronization of two or more processes that run on di f ferent
computers. The multi-computer fac i l i ty of NODAL enables us to cope
with these problems very easily.

The NODAL system for TRISTAN i s c a l l e d KEK NODAL. Though the
spec i f i ca t ion of the language i s s imi lar to the or ig ina l SPS NODAL,
the internal structure of i t i s different. I t was newly written for
HIDIC 80's in PCL {a real-time FORTRAN on HIDIC 80's) and assembler.

The KEK NODAL i s enhanced over the or ig ina l NODAL by the
following points:

(1) The addition of a full-screen editing fac i l i ty ,

(2) The speedup of execution by the compiler-interpreter method,

(3) Provision of a dynamic linkage scheme for data modules and
functions,

and

(4) Provision of a nulti-computer file system.

The details of the KEK NODAL is given in Refs 4 and 5.

4. Linkage to the Central Computers

Operation of complex accelerators necessitates the use of large
computing power for the purpose of modeling and simulation. To this
end, the minicomputer network i s connected to large genera-purpose
mainframe computers in the computer center of KEK.

The KEK central computer system consists of three loosely coupled
processors: M-68OH, M-280H and S-810/10. These processors are
connected to each other with channel-to-channel adapters, and share
magnetic disks. M-28OH i s used for long batch jobs, M-680H for TSS
terminal jobs and batch jobs, and S-810/10, which i s a supercomputer,
i s used for vectorized batch jobs.

The channel of M-680H is extended by optical fiber cable from the
computer center to the TRISTAN control building, where i t i s connected
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to LBO (see Fig. H). From the view point of the TRISTAN minicomputer
network, LBO works as a gateway to the mainframe system. We call this
linkage TRNET.

The following advantages are identified in using the central
mainframe computers for accelerator operation. The first is the
continuation of design works and accelerator opearation. Lattice
designs for accelerators are usually carried out by using large
general-purpose computers. Many programs used in the design stage may
also be useful for operation of the accelerators. The second
advantage is that such computers have rich resources, such as large
computing power, mass storage and various peripheral devices. For
example, the HITAC N-68OH has a computing power of 15 Hflops and 96
Mbyte memory.

On the other hand, there are disadvantages in using general-
purpose computers, typically the slow and unpredictable response time
due to sharing the CPU and other resources with other batch and TSS
jobs. We have overcome this difficulty by assigning a special
priority to accelerator operation jobs.

Large jobs for accelerator operation are submitted from the
TRISTAN control system to the central computers. A set of NODAL
functions loaded only on LBO is used for communicatition with the
central computers. These functions allow us to manipulate the
communication with the central computers within the framework of the
KEK NODAL system. Normally, application programs run on the console
computers, but should they require the service of the central
computers they can use the EXEC and IMEX commands to call the network
functions on LBO.

The standard procedure of the use of TRNET is the following:

(1) The NODAL program on a console computer sends NODAL arrays which
contains input data to the mainframe computer. The contents of
the arrays are stored in a file of the central computer.

(2) The job is submitted on the mainframe computer from the NODAL
programs.

(3) The status of the job is regularly checked by the NODAL program.
When it senses the end of the job, it reads the output file of the
job.

In order to guarantee the necessary response time, the submitted
job is put at the top of the que and when it is made run, it can
utilize large amount of CPU power of the mainframe computer.

5- Modeling and Simulation

Modeling and simulation programs at the TRISTAN control system
are divided into two groups: those which use the mainframe computers
for modeling and simulation calculation and those which are running on
the minicomputers only.
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Large jobs are submitted to the mainframe computers from NODAL
programs through TRNET. Input and output data to these jobs are also
sent via TRNET. Three programs are being used.

(1) PETROK i s a KEK version of PETROS and c a l c u l a t e s the necessary
kick angles for the correction of the c losed orbit using the
measured COD as the input data.

(2) MAGIC calculates the strength of quadrupole magnets which realize
the optics. One NODAL program guides us to f ix the parameters of
the opt ics and these parameters are sent to the mainframe
computers. The output of MAGIC i s sent back to the minicomputer
and the setting of the quadrupole magnets currents are done by a
NODAL program according to the MAGIC calculation.

(3) PATRICIA i s a tracking program, the input of which can be sent
from the minicomputer.

Modeling and simulation procedures are a l s o done on the
minicomputers when they can cope with the necessary calculation. The
following are the examples:

(1) Calculation of the excitation of quadrupole magnets based on the
parameters for desired opt ics and s e t t i n g of the ir currents; (2)
Calculat ion and s e t t i n g of sextupole magnet current from the
chromaticity value; (3) Calculation and setting of squew quadrupole
magnet currents from the magnetic f i e l d s of so lenoids used for the
physics experiments; (4) Calculat ion and d isp lay of i n j e c t i o n and
exraction orb i t s from the s e t t i n g values of bump, kicker and septum
magnets.

6. Operator Consoles and Control Room

Figure 5 shows the plan view of the TRISTAN control room. There
are f ive equivalent operators console (OPC) units arranged in a l ine.
Each OPC unit i s connected to one of the computers 0P0-0P4. I t
cons i s t s of two 20" co lor graphic display monitors (GDM), a pair of
touch-panels (TP) and ten 10" TV monitors (TVM). One VT1O0 terminal
i s attached for in terac t ive program development. Figure 6 shows a
schematic diagram of one unit of OPC.

The GDM's (Japan Radio Company Ltd. model NWX 235) are used to
display high-resolution graphic data such as the closed orbit of the
accelerator . A GDM has a reso lut ion of 1024(x) X 960(y) p i x e l s and
has the functions of windowing, segmentation of images, movement,
rotation and zooming of a segment, e tc . One can draw pictures in 16
co lors at a time, out of a p a l l e t t e of 4096 co lors . The GDM i s
connected to HIDIC 80 by an RS232C link. Sixty graphic functions are
implemented in the KEK NODAL system to support interactive graphics.

The video monitor for touch-panels i s 14", 8 -co lor TV monitor.
The E260-13SM type touch-panel made by Elographics Corp. i s used,
which gives an overall resolution of k mm in both axes.
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An operator can s e l e c t a program or a piece of equipment using
the left-hand touch-panel. Forty-two buttons can be displayed on this
menu-selection panel. In each button outline three l ines of messages,
each with up to nine characters per l i n e , can be written. These
messages show program names, equipment names, measured va lues , e tc .
Since the number of buttons on th i s panel can be as large as 42, the
number of touches to reach the desired action can be kept small.

Two tyupes of TV monitors are used. The f i r s t one i s 10" TV
monitors insta l led in OPC units. The other i s 27" TV monitors placed
in front of the console desks (see Figs. 5 and 6). The latter- i s used
to d i sp lay summary information of the acce lerators . At present s ix
27" TVs are used for displaying (1) beam profi les Measured by screen
monitors in the beam transport l i n e s , (2) summary of AR s ta tus , (3)
summary of MR s ta tus , (4) current and l i f e t i m e of beans in AR, (5)
current and lifetime of beans in MR, and (6) current of each 4 bunces
in MR. Using the mult iplexing switch system we can d isp lay these
informations also on 10" small TV. Small TV's are a lso used to show
other supplementary information.

7. Program Development

Our aim was to increase the number of persons who can write
application programs and to make the software development environment
which i s f r iendly to programers. To t h i s end we have inplenented
NODAL on the minicomputer network and enhanced i t s functions over the
original NODAL.

At present the total number of staff of the TRISTAN accelerator
i s 85: among these, 25 persons can write NODAL programs and about half
of these persons have been making and are now making NODAL programs.
These a c t i v e mem? ars are mostly acce lerator p h y s i c i s t s ; they are
studying accelerators in order to a t ta in good performances of the
TRISTAN. The operation programs are f i r s t written as t o o l s of
accelerator study; then they are brushed up during accelerator studies
and eventua l l y some of them are becoming used as programs for
operation.

The development of appl icat ion programs began in 1983- At
present, nearly 1000 NODAL programs, 100 data modules and 100 u t i l i t y
functions have been developed. The total manpower supplied for these
programs are estimated to be 35 man-years for NODAL programs and
u t i l i t y functions and 5 man-years for data modules. The number of
NODAL programs are continuously increasing.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Accelerator complex of TRISTAN.

Fig. 2 Throughput of the present network.

Fig. 3 Overall configuration of the TRISTAN control system.

Fig. k The hardware structure of TRNET.

Fig. 5 The plan view of the TRISTAN control room.

Fig. 6 Schematic structure of one unit of the operator console.
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Abstract

He report the beginnings of an experiment to evaluate the
power and limitations of artificial intelligence techniques
combined with beam-line modeling for solving problems in
accelerator control. Using the Knowledge Engineering
Environment (KEE) system, we have built a knowledge base that
describes the characteristics and the relationships of about 30
devices in a typical accelerator beam line. Each device in the
line is categorized and pertinent attributes for each category
are defined. Specific values for each device are assigned in
the knowledge base to represent static characteristics.
Device-specific slots are also provided for dynamic attributes.
The definition of these slots reflects the data type and any
limitations or restrictions on the range of the data.

We model relationships between the various beam-line
devices using the techniques of rules, active values, and
object-oriented methods. Our knowledge base provides a
framework for analyzing faults and offering suggestions to
assist in tuning, based on information provided by the
accelerator physicists (domain experts) responsible for
designing and tuning this beam line. There is a general purpose
mechanism for determining device and beam-line status based on
device-specific critical parameters. This approach simplifies
knowledge acquisition by allowing the domain expert to
concentrate on what is important about a particular device
without getting bogged down in trying to specify rules about it.

Our knowledge base has a powerful graphical interface. It
allows the operator to "mouse" on an icon for a particular icon
in the schematic of the beam line and obtain device-specific
information and control over that device. The beam optics code
TRANSPORT is used to model the beam line numerically.
Preliminary indications from using this knowledge base are that
artificial intelligence techniques and traditional methods of
numerical simulation can be combined to provide a powerful
problem solver. Efficient operation of future accelerators may
depend on the proper merging of symbolic reasoning and
conventional numerical algorithms.



1 INTRODUCTION

There has been a great deal of interest lately in
applications of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology to
knowledge-intensive domains[1-3]. We have recently begun to
evaluate artificial intelligence techniques in solving problems
in accelerator control. Because there have already been
successful attempts at using AI techniques to control other
complicated processes!4,5], one has good reason to hope for
success in this venture.

The characteristics of AI programming techniques often
contrast sharply with traditional computing approaches. One AI
technique that we use is object-oriented programming (OOP)[6,7].
This encourages developing a computer model which more closely
resembles the real-world problem. Using this programming
technique, it is easier to debug, explain, and verify the model.
It is also easier to add a new feature (object) to the model
because a new object can inherit most of its characteristics and
behavior from existing objects. The new object then needs only
slot-value changes to reflect what is different about that
particular device. Because of the partitioning of program
behavior — the essence of the OOP technique — this new object
will not interfere with other objects.

Another aspect of our experiment is the use of a symbolic
model, implemented using the Knowledge Engineering Environment
(KEE) expert system shell. Such a model has causal
relationships built in, so actions leading up to an event can be
easily described! 8]. In contrast., the relationships in a
numerical model are often structurally opaque. That is, the
intermediate steps are not transparently related to the
underlying physical world[8], and this limits cause/effect
explanations.

There are many problems that have an elegant and efficient
solution using traditional algorithms. For these problems one
should not even consider AI techniques. However, for problems
that do not have numerical algorithmic solutions, AI techniques
can be very useful addi'tions to the programmer's "bag of
tricks". Beam optics control appears to be somewhere between
the extremes of purely algorithmic and purely symbolic
approaches. Thus, as in Ref. 9, the project described in this
paper uses a numerical model based on a Fortran code, integrated
into the KEE environment, to provide a numerical simulation of
beam line behavior. However, much of the decision-making in the
model we describe below is symbolic in nature.

2 THE PROBLEM

The problem chosen is the tuning of the first 30 devices in
the LAHPF H+ beam line, which transports protons from the
Cockcroft-Walton ion source to the first emittance-measuring
station. This relatively small beam line is of an appropriate
size and complexity for an exploration of the power and
limitations of AI techniques!10] combined with numerical
modeling applied to accelerator control systems. The tuning
goals are to minimize the emittance growth of the beam, to steer
the beam, and to match the emittance of the output beam to the
acceptance of the next section of the beam line. These
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constraints define a small region in the transport phase space
which will provide an acceptable tune. Each time the ion source
changes, the beam-transport parameters must be re-tuned to
accommodate the slightly different characteristics of the new
source.

The hardware in the section of the H+ beam line under
discussion includes the following elements:

Two bending magnets
Six steering magnets
Eight quadrupole magnets
A beam deflector
An RF pre-buncher
Four current monitors
An emittance measurement device
A beam-profile harp
Two phosphor viewing screens
A beam scraper with four jaws

* An adjustable aperture

plus additional miscellaneous and connecting or support devices.
Figure 1 shows the layout of the beam line.

3 THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH TO BEAM TUNING

> Manual tuning of a
involving many steps:

beam line is an iterative process

* steering
* adjusting quadrupoles
* steering again
* bringing deflector plates,

the edge of the beam
jaws, and apertures to

Fig. 1. Blueprint of H+ beam line.
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and then repeating the process. Diagnostic devices that measure
beam characteristics include a slit-and-rollector emittance
measurement station (a harp-like device), a beam-position harp,,
current monitors, and viewing screens. The data obtained from
these devices are analyzed by Fortran programs running on the
LAHFF VAX/VMS control system. The analyzed data are then used
to generate beam envelopes and predict new tunes with a
first-order optics code.

This information is available in a graphical or tabular
form to the person tuning the beam .line. Working with the
correlations that can be identified in this data, along with
knowledge of the desired "design tune" and use of
particle-tracing codes, the operator seeks to find a solution
that focuses and steers the beam from one end of the beam line
to the other. This procedure works relatively well, but it is
time-consuming and labor-intensive, requiring close attention by
highly trained personnel. The operator must judge whether
the successive iterations are converging to an acceptable
solution. It is not uncommon to find that the converged-upon
solution space is unacceptable; in such cases the work must be
abandoned and the procedure started over. The "better" experts
find many fewer unacceptable solutions, i.e., somehow know how
to avoid the pitfalls (local minima in the parameter space).
Perhaps some beam-line tuners are especially adept at extracting
nuances from graphical data and exploiting them.

i Tno Crapn or tnc HPUlS-TUfiE Knowledge Base

VACUUM-OeVCES IQN-fUMK

AST-MWTECT CUtWENT-fP
ws £?'

TABOO t C*
HHIACNETS*

Fig. 2. Tree of device relationships.
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4 AN AI APPROACH TO BEAM TONING

We have chosen to use a hybrid of Model-Based Reasoning
(MBR) coupled with the beam optics code TRANSPORT!Ill to tackle
the beam-line tuning problem. We represent the beam line using
a symbolic model embedded in a KEE knowledge base. It describes
the characteristics of, and the relationships among, the devices
in the beam line. We categorize each device and define
pertinent attributes for each category. Specific values are
assigned in the knowledge base to represent each actual device.
Relationships between devices are modeled,using the techniques
of rules, active values, and object-oriented methods. The
knowledge base can be used to:

* Simulate the devices in the beam line
* Identify faulty devices for repair
* Monitor progress in a complex tune procedure
* Advise on tune actions ("What do I do now?")
* Explain advice given
* Identify faulty devices as they affect tune

procedure

4.1 The Objects

Figure 2 shows some of the devices modeled, together with
their class/sub-class relationships (denoted by a solid line).
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Fig. 3. Magnet description: a) generic; b) specific
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Dotted lines denote particular members of a class. For example,
the class MAGNETS has sub-classes STEERING-MAGNETS,
BENDING-MAGNETS and QUADRUPOLE-MAGNETS. Each type of magnet has
members (specific instances) such as the particular device
labelled TOBN01.
All magnets have certain characteristics in common, as shown in
Fig. 3a. These class-wide characteristics are inherited. The
values of the attributes in the display of the member's slots,
as seen in Fig. 3b, reflect the state of the actual device.

4.2 The Active Values

Active values model some of the actions of the devices in
the beam line. For example, Fig. 4 shows the method associated
with the active value attached to any slot (attribute) on any
device that has a set-point and a tolerance. Active values are
daemons such that, every time the value of the slot changes, the
method is automatically invoked. The LISP code in Fig, 4 says
that if the value about to be stored differs from the set-point
value by more than the tolerance, then this device is a
candidate for being the cause of any problem. Other evidence
will be needed to narrow down the problem to a specific device.

4.3 The Reasoning

Rules capture heuristic knowledge. The two specific rules
•shown in Fig. 5 describe how to isolate a problem using
knowledge about current monitors. The first rule says that if
the current monitor reading at one location is "OK", look at the
next downstream current monitor. Li.kewise, the second rule says
that if you find a current monitor that is "not OK", the
possible causes of the problem are those devices that affect
that current monitor.

(Output) The AVPUT Slot Of the CHECK-SEIPOINT-AV Unit
Own sloe AVPUT nwaCKECK-SETPOINT-AV

METHODl T t ^ H r l T l
V M u e d a s s (MEIHOO In kb KEEDATATYPES)
Attllsu SELF SLOT NEWVALUE OLDVALUE UNIT SLOTTYPE

Facet taaaftance: OVERRJOe.VALUes
FiicOaJObload: T

Facet Inheritance OVERRCOe.VAt.UES
Values (HICUS.TUNE>CHECK-SETPbIMT-AV=AVPUT!nieihod|

(LAMBDA (SELF SLOT HEWVALUE OLDVALIIE UNIT SLOTTYPE)
(PROG (TOLERANCE SET.POINT)

(SETQ TOLERANCE (GET.VALUE UNIT 'TOLERANCE))
(SETQ SETJO0JT (GET.VALUE UNIT 'SET.POINT))
(COND ((< (FIRST NEWVALUE) (- SET.POINT TOLERANCE))

(PUT.VAUJE 'THIS-BEAM 'SUSPECT.DEVICES UNIT))
((> (FIRST NEWVALUE) ( • SET.POINT TOLERANCE))
(PUT.VALUE THIS-BEAM •SUSPECT.DEVICES UNIT))))

NEWVALUE).

Fig. A. Definition of ACTIVE VALUE for a device with a setpoint



Even without knowing the syntax of the KEE rule system, it is
relatively easy for a casual reader to determine what the rules
mean.

We have developed general purpose rules for two reasons.
The specific detailed rules for some situations have not yet
been determined. The second reason is to simplify knowledge
acquisition. For example, domain experts are well aware of the
critical parameters of each device but it is often difficult to
extract from them specific rules about those devices. A device
attribute that is a critical parameter is given facets
reflecting the expected value, relationships, and resultant
state value. This framework supports CHECK-FOR-GOOD and
CHECK-FOR-BAD functions. CHECK-FOR-GOOD simply does an AND of
all the critical parameters for a given device. Each critical
parameter must match the good relationship between between
expected and actual values. Likewise.* CHECK-FOR-BAD is an OR of
all critical parameters. If any critical parameter has a value
that falls into a bad relationship with the expected value, then
that device is designated as having a bad status. The Appendix
includes a listing of the LISP code for both of these functions.

4.4 Simulating Real Data

This work was originally developed on TI Explorer and
Symbolics 3600-series LISP machines using the KEE development
system. Recently it has also been ported to a microVAX AI
workstation that has the ability to communicate with the TJU1PF
control computer. For the present, however, the knowledge base
is not connected to the accelerator, real-time values. For that
reason, we designed a mouseable schematic (Fig. 6) to allow
operators to select a device cf interest and display a related
image panel which displays the values of the interesting
parameters for that device. The operator can then enter or
alter data for test purposes. He selects and changes a
(simulated or, later, real) value by positioning the souse
cursor on its icon or image panel and clicking a button on the
mouse. Fig. 7 shows a sample image panel for displaying and
changing the data from the current monitors.
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(THE CUUtEKT-MOMnORjOFJKTEItEn- OF (BEAM B
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(THE 0CVtCE9:-niAXAFFeCT OF TCM B TOEVKES))

THEM (THE SUSPBCTJ3EVKXS OF TBEAM B tOEVKES))

Fig. 5. Sample Rules
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4.5 The Integration With Numerical Simulations

To tune the device (or to display changes in the tuning,
when a fault occurs), we make frequent use of the beam optics
program TRANSPORT!11]. When a beam-device parameter changes, an
active value associated with that parameter invokes a method
that changes that value in a file representing the "TRANSPORT
input deck". Another method then re-runs TRANSPORT, which
writes its results to a standard output file. This file is then

Fig. 6, Mouseable schematic
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parsed by a third method, which extracts the beam envelopes and
phase space ellipses for use by the active images of the
knowledge base. In a nutshell, if the operator mouses on a beam
element to change a parameter, the changes in the beam are
automatically re-computed and re-displayed.
The whole process takes only a few seconds; most of the CPU time
involved is spent on setting up the FORTRAN process and
accessing files, not on the actual TRANSPORT calculation.

Numeric outputs from the TRANSPORT program provide
important pieces of knowledge needed to successfully select the
proper course of action. For example, if TRANSPORT reports that
the beam is off-axis at point B, we know that only devices
upstream from point B can be the cause of the alignment error.

5 CURRENT STATUS

The following components of the knowledge base have been
built and tested:

* A static model containing most of the information
about the beam line and the characteristics of each
device in it

* Image panels that allow simulation of test data
* A few rules using current monitor information to

identify candidates for causing failure
* Active values that propagate device errors to

affect the proper current monitor
* General rules to identify device state based on

critical parameters
* Demonstration image panels that allow activation of

the rule set and display of the conclusions
reached.

* Conversion of TRANSPORT to run in the LISP/KEE
world

* Image panels displaying phase space ellipses and
beam envelopes

* Mouseable schematic for operator interactions

The expert system part of the prototype consists of
approximately 400K bytes of code and was developed in about 3
<aan-months. An additional man-month was spent on converting and
getting the 9300-line Fortran TRANSPORT code to run in the LISP
environment. The interface between LISP and FORTRAN and
graphics support routines take an additional 100K bytes. It is
expected that the next stage in the integration of TRANSPORT
with the expert system will take another 1-2 man months. While
the parts of the knowledge base we have built to now handle only
a very small fraction of the total problem, they do demonstrate
the power of the integrated software development environment to
create useful models quickly.



6 OUTLOOK FOt£ THE FUTURE

The next steps in our development of the knowledge base are
to include:

* additional descriptions of the tuneup procedure
* rules of thumb for choosing which step is most

useful to do next
* additional rules for determining device failure

that use diagnostic tools besides the current
monitors

* the identification and specification of the
critical parameters for all appropriate devices

* refinement coming from addition of more specific
rules to handle less obvious and less frequent
problems

* completion of the connection to the control
computer so we will be able to use live data from
the b<;am line.

* ether uses of TRANSPORT to confirm diagnosis

7 CONCLUSIONS

The initial results of our experiment have shown that
artificial intelligence techniques can be combined with
traditional methods of numerical simulation. While only a small
portion of the problem has been modeled so far, the
interpretations given by the hybrid system match those of the
beam line physicist. It is hoped that additional rules will be
able to capture more fully the expertise used by the beam-line
physicist to solve beam tuning related problems. Successful and
efficient operation of future accelerators may well depend on
the proper merging of symbolic reasoning and conventional
numerical algorithms.
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APPENDIX

(LET ((DEVICES (UNIT.DESCENDRNTS 'DEVICES 'MEMBER))
MRTCH
SLOTS)

(LOOP FOR
D
IN
DEVICES
DO
(SETQ SLOTS (GET.VRLUES D 'CRITICRL.PflRRMETERS))
(UHEN SLOTS

(SETQ HHTCH (LOOP FOR
PHRM
IN
SLOTS
RLUHYS
(RND (6ET.VRLUE D PRRM)

(GET.FRCET.VRLUE D PRRM 'EXPECTED)
(GET.FRCET.VflLUE D PRRM ' NORMflL. RELFIT1 ON )
(FUNCRLL (GET.FRCET.VflLUE D PRRM 'NORMRL.RELRT1ON)

(GET.VRLUE D PRRM)
(GET.FRCET.VRLUE D PRRM 'EXPECTED)))))

( I F MRTCH
(RSSERT '(THE STRTUS OF ,D IS OK)

:REPLRCE T ) ) ) ) ) )

L i s t i n g of CHECK-FOR-GOOD

((LRMBDR (SELF)
(LET ((DEVICES (UNIT.DESCENDRNTS 'DEVICES 'MEMBER))

SLOTS)
(LOOP FOR

D
IN
DEVICES
DO
(SETQ SLOTS (GET.WLUES D 'CRITICRL.PRRRMETERS))
(UHEN SLOTS

(LOOP FOR
PRRM
IN
SLOTS
DO
( I F (FIND (GET.VRLUE D PflRM)

(GET.FRCET.VflLUE D PRRM 'EXPECTED)
(GET.FRCET.VRLUE D PRRM 'RBNORMRL.RELRTION)
(FUNCRLL (GET.FRCET.VflLUE D PflRM 'RBNORMflL.RELflTI ON)

(GET.VRLUE D PHRM)
(GET.FRCET.VflLUE D PflRM 'EXPECTED)))

(PUT.VflLUE D 'STflTUS ' N - O K ) ) ) ) ) ) )

L i s t i n g of CHECK-FOR-BAD
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THE REPRESENTATION OF KNOWLEDGE WITHIN MODEL-BASED CONTROL SYSTEMS*

D.P. Weygand and R. Koul
Brookhaven National Laboratory-

Upton, New York 11973

Introduction

The ability to represent knowledge Is often considered essential

to build systems with reasoning capabilities. In computer science, a

good solution often depends on a good representation.l The first step

in development of most computer applications is selection of a repre-

sentation for the input, output, and intermediate results that the

program will operate upon. For applications in artificial intelli-

gence, this initial choice of representation is especially important.

This is because the possible representational paradigms are diverse and

the forcing criteria for the choice are usually not clear in the begin-

ning. Yet, the consequences of an inadequate choice can be devastating

in the later state of a project if it is discovered that critical

information cannot be encoded within the chosen representational para-

digm. Problems arise when designing representational systems to sup-

port any kind of KNOWLEDGE-BASED SfSTEM, that is a computer system that

uses knowledge to perform some task. The general case of knowledge-

based systems can be thought of as reasoning agents applying knowledge

to achieve goals.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) research involves building computer

systems to perform tasks of perception and reasoning, as well as

storage and retrieval of data. The problem of automatically perceiving

large patterns in data is a perceptual task that begins to be important

for many expert systems applications.

Most of AI research assumes that what needs to be represented is

known a priori; an AI researcher's job is just figuring out how to

encode the information in the system's data structure and procedures.

Knowledge

Often the questions are asked: "What kind of knowledge is needed

to behave knowledgeably?"2 "What things do we know about?" To ap-

proach these questions, following is a list of types of knowledge that

mighc need to be represented in AI systems.

*Work performed under the auspices of U.S. Department of Energy.
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A. Objects. Typically, we think of knowledge in terms of facts

about objects in the world around us; e.g., birds have wings.

B. Events. We also know about actions and events in the world;

e.g., Mary married John in 1985.

C. Performance. A behavior like riding a bicycle involves

knowledge beyond that of "object" and "event"—knowledge about

how to do things, the performance of skill.

D. Meta Knowledge. Knowledge about what human beings know is

called meta-knowledge. For example, we often know the extent

and origin of our knowledge of a particular subject, about the

reliability of certain information or about the relative

importance of specific facts about the world. Meta-knowledge

also includes what we know about our own performance as cog-

nitivie processors; our strengths, weaknesses, confusability,

and levels of expertise in different domains.

Using Knowledge

The most important consideration in examining and composing

knowledge representation schemes is the eventual use of the knowledge.

The goals of AI systems can be described in terms of cognitive tasks

like recognizing objects, answering questions, and manipulating robotic

devices• But, actual use of the knowledge in these programs involves

three stages:

1. acquiring more knowledge,

2. retrieving facts from the knowledge base relevant to the

problems at hand, and

3. reasoning about these facts in search of a solution.

We usually think of learning as an accumulation of knowledge, but

it involves more than the addition of new facts in our brains.

Knowledge acquisition involves relating something new to what we

already know.
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We retrieve knowledge by determining what knowledge is relevant to

a given problem which becomes crucial when the system "knows" many

different things. Humans are Incredibly proficient at this task and

many representation schemes that have been directly concerned with this

issue have been based on ideas about human memory.

When the system Is required to do something that it has not been

explicitly told how to do, it must reason. It must figure out what it

needs to know from what it already knows. For instance, suppose an

Information retrieval program "knows" only that robins are birds and

that all birds have wings. Keep in mind only that it contains data

structure and procedures that would allow it to answer the questions.

If we then ask it, "do robins have wings?", the program must reason to

answer the query. In problems of any complexity, the ability to do

this becomes increasingly important. The system must be able to deduce

and verify a multitude of new facts beyond those it has been told

explicitly.

Following are the different kinds of reasonings or representations

one might imagine:

1. Formal Reasoning or Logical Representation.

2. Procedural Representations.

3. Production Systems.

4. Direct (Analogical) Representations.

5. Frames.

6. Meta-knowledge.

Logical Representation (Formal Reasoning) **,s

Formal reasoning involves the systematic manipulation of data

structures and deduction of new ones following the pre-specified rules

of inference. Mathematical logic is the archetypical format represen-

tation.
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The classical approach to representing knowledge about the world,

e.g., "all birds have wings", is formal logic.

•T x birds (x) • has wings (x)

The advantage of formal logic as a representation scheme is that

there is a well-defined set of rules (Rules of Inference) by which

facts known to be true can be used to derive new facts also known to be

true.

There exists two forms of logic, propositional logic and predicate

logic.

First order logic allows quantification over individuals, but not

over predicates. First order predicate logic has been popular in AI

research but theorem proving, i.e., deriving new facts from old using

the Rules of Inference, can be mechanized. In addition, first order

predicate logic is sound (impossible to prove a false theorem) and

complete (any true theorem can be proved).

Logic has strengths and weaknesses. Firstly, it is a natural way

to express certain types of knowledge. Consider "all birds have wings"

and "robins are birds" combine to infer "robins have wings". Logical

syntax is clear and precise, lending itself to automated manipulation.

Logic lends Itself to expansion, as new facts are learned or derived,

since assertions are independent of each other.

But, there are significant problems. Firstly, the representation

of knowledge is separate from the heuristic part. First order logic

does not allow direct representation of theorems about theorems. Thus,

heuristic knowledge is not easily represented in a formal logic system.

The standard way of proving theorems (refutation) becomes badly bogged

down when the amount of knowledge grows via the so-called combinatorial

explosion.
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STRIPS 6

STRIPS is a problem-solving program which plans a series of goals

for a robot to achieve in order to accomplish some task. The world

model consists only of rooms, doors, and boxes.

STRIPS works by searching a space of world models to find a model

in which the desired goal Is achieved. Its state space representation

consists of a world model and a list of goals to achieve.

Goals are represented as formulas in predicate calculus, for

example:

NEXTJTO (ROBOT,BOX1)

interpreted to mean that the robot should be in a room adjacent to a

room containing BOX1).

World models are expressed as clauses:

INJROOM (ROBOT,ROOMl)

CONNECTS (DOOR1, ROOMl, R00M2)

Given a new goal, the programs use a resolution-based theorem

prover to see if the goal is satisfied in the current world model. In

general, the proof fails, and the program switches to a means-end

analysis to determine differences between desired goal state and cur-

rent world model, and chooses operators which will minimize this dif-

ference .
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Production Systems

Production system describes several different systems based on the

idea of condition-action pairs (productions).

In general, a production system consists of three parts; the

rule-base, the current context or state, and a controller. Production

systems are good tools for domain-specific expert systems. They pro-

vide a good "database" for representing an expert's heuristic informa-

tion, and they are relatively efficient and accurate. Rules may be

added, deleted, and changed independently. Uniformity of the rule

representation (together with rule Independence) allows the system to

analyze its performance with respect to the validity of rules. Uni-

formity may allow the system to rewrite rules.

Production systems are best suited for domains where knowledge is

diffuse, i.e., consisting of many independent facts or actions, and

domains where knowledge is separate from where it will be used.

EMYCIN7

EMYCIN (domain-independent MYCIN) provides an example skeleton of

an expert system. It is particularly well suited to deductive

problems, e.g., fault diagnosis.

Knowledge Representation

Domain-specific knowledge is represented by production rules. The

rule language is as follows:

RULE: - IF <antecedent> THEN <action> ELSE <action>

<antecedent>: « AND's and OR's of some conditions

or predicates of <context>

<context>: - [<attribute> <object> <value>]

<action>: « <consequent> OR <procedure>

<consequent>: • [<associative triplet> <certainty factor>]
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A context tree provides some of the Inheritance features of

frames.

Certainty factors associated with the context provides a means of

handling uncertainty. Predicates may evaluate to TRUE (with a cut on

certainty) or may provide fuzzy-set functions that indicate degree of

truth. (AND returns minimum certainty values, OR returns the maxi-

mum.)

The action part of a rule consists of updating certainty factors,

or executing attached procedures.

The EMYCIN Inference Engins

Basic control strategy is backward chaining, its initial goal to

evaluate the value of a top-level context. To achieve this, it

retrieves a precomputed list of rules whose consequents are known to

bear on a particular goal; it systematically applies the rules until

the certainty is established or the rule list is exhausted.

DENDRAL8

DENDRAL, an expert system which has its beginnings in 1965,

identifies candidate molecular structures from mass spectral and

nuclear magnetic resonance data. Its performance is characterized as

efficient and accurate on a very limited domain, and consequently is

moving into a commercial environment.

DENDRAL's knowledge came from hand-crafted expert knowledge.

Although it does not reason of basic chemical principles, an effort was

spent on META-DENDRAL, a pre-program which attempted to derive some of

DENDRAL's rules from basic principles.

Knowledge is represented in two forms. Candidate molecular

structures were generated procedurally from special code, the spectrum

evaluator was a production system with coded rules. Thus, knowledge

acquisition was achieved via re-programming or rule editing.
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Procedural Knowledge3

Procedural reasoning uses simulations to answer questions, and

solves problems. For example, when we use a program to answer "what Is

the sum of 3 and 4?", It uses or "runs" a procedural model of arithme-

tic.

Humans generally go about their common tasks through pre-formed

plans or procedures. Actually searching the space of possible actions

(the basis of most AI programs) is rare. For example, consider the

task of driving to work; in each of us the plan for solution has been

previously determined, not derived each morning again. However, we may

often be asked to modify our plans, generally in a piecemeal fashion

(detour in the road, car won't start, etc.).

Procedualism argues that knowledge about a domain is intrinsically

tied to the knowledge about how the knowledge is to be used. In addi-

tion, much of what we know is purely procedural. For example, if dur-

ing the solution of some problem you need to know the sine of 37°, your

knowledge consists of knowing how to use your calculator to compute the

sine of 37°, but the calculator, via a procedure, actually knows how to

compute the sine of 37°.

Procedural representations have advantages, primarily related to

efficiency. Domain-specific heuristic knowledge is easily represented.

Also, side-effects of actions, a problem In all systems, is most easily

handled In a procedural representation, since the procedure which takes

the action may update the database caused by side effects. This is of

particular importance in a large system which spans various domains.

On the negative side, knowledge in procedures is difficult to

access and change. It is extremely difficult for a system to analyze

and change its behavior.

Frames 9

Frames provide a structure (framework) for representing knowledge.

Frames support various features which makes the organization of

knowledge more simple.
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Frames consist of information about objects. For a given frame

there are various slotss for each slot thera are various facets, for

each facet various datum.

Data may be inherited (say through the A-KIND-OF slot).

Requests for data can activate procedures (demons) (say through

the IF-NEEDED facet).

Addition of new data, or changing old data, may activate demons

(say through the IF-ADDED facet).

Thus, underlying the declarative nature of frames is a procedural

structure, through demons. When demons are activated, the attached

procedures provide a means of choosing appropriate methods (to the

current context). General problem-solving methods may be aided by

domain-specific heuristics included procedurally at the slot level.

Direct Analogical Representations

Reasoning by analogy seems to be a natural mode of thought for

humans, but so far difficult to accomplish in AI programs.

Direct representations is a class of representation which

represents knowledge in a particularly natural way. An example is a

street map—distance between points in the real world correspond to

distances between analagous points of the representation.

Compare this to propositional forms of representation, where

proximity in the database has no connection to actual location of

points.

A good example of direct representation is Gelernter's Geometry

Proving Machine, an early automated theorem prover.10 This program

proved simple theorems in Euclidean Geometry, and relied heavily on a

diagram to guide the proof, much as a high school student first draws

an appropriate diagram to solve a geometry problem.
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In Gelernter's case, the diagram was used as a powerful

heuristic—any hypothesis Is false if it is not true in the diagram.

The diagram was also used to establish obvious facts; for example,

ordering of points. The diagram was also used to construct new items,

like line segments, triangles, etc., if necessary.

A strong advantage of analogical representations lies in the

difference between observation and deduction. Observation of facts, in

many cases, can be achieved quickly and easily. This is typified In

Gelernter's program—before a proof would be attempted, quick observa-

tion was used as a pruning heuristic.

In model-based control systems (particularly where models are at

best approximations), this may be where the model best fits in—as a

primarily pruning heuristic.

Also, an accelerator or beam line also serves as a analogical

representation itself, of itself, for regions where the models break

down.

Summary

Control of any complicated device is both complex and compound. A

truly expert system designed to emulate human control, with the current

AI technology, will almost certainly require various subsystems, each

optimized with its own tailored representation. In addition, there

will need to be a master system which is capable of comprehending the

results of each subsystem, with the charge of correlating conclusions.
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Introduction

One of the cardinal rules in developing any
software system is "Don't reinvent the wheel." Sim-
ply put, this means that whenever possible reuse exist-
ing codes rather than writing new ones. The reasoning
behind this rule is straight-forward: abiding by it can
save an enormous amount of labor which can be better
spent concentrating on those aspects of the system
which are truly new.

In general, the degree of ease in reusing existing
software is greatly influenced by the design of the
software — what assumptions it makes about the data
it operates on and the types of output it should gen-
erate. Modeling programs (e.g., MAD, COMFORT,
TRANSPORT, TEAPOT,...) are usually easy to reuse
because they make few assumptions about their input
data other than that it will be read from a file in a
prescribed format They generate simple forms of out-
put such as ASCII files, and they are written in
languages such as FORTRAN-77 which are transport-
able across a wide spectrum of computers.

What has proven much less easy to reuse are the
large bodies of software which constitute the high-
level control system of an accelerator. The barriers to
reuse have been that the software often has an intimate
knowledge of the accelerator it controls (assumptions
about the input data) and the display hardware such as
graphics devices to be used for output (assumptions
about the type of output). Because of these problems,
little control software gets reused, and much labor is
spent reimplementing similar software packages for
different control systems.

A couple of recent developments [1] offer the pos-
sibility of change for the better

• Model-based control software, i.e., software
designed around one or more models of the con-
trol process, does not have the problem of
assumptions about the input data. As long as the
input data can be plugged into the model, the
software can operate on it, because it does not
have the particulars of a control system wired
into it

• Emerging graphics standards offer a way to
design software such that the assumptions made
about the output to generate will remain valid
when the software is moved from one type of
computer to another. We take "graphics" to
mean not only the now-familiar pictorial
displays like data plots but window systems,
such as those available on scientific worksta-
tions, as well.

In light of these developments, the crucial part of
making accelerator control software portable, i.e., re-
usable on different accelerator control systems and on
different computers, remains the software's design —
the basic structure of the program. In particular, given
a sound design, it is possible to change how the
software acquires the data for its model, and how it
does its graphical output, with no change necessary to
the main body of the code. On the output side of
things, this extends to being able to adapt die software
to a different, non-standard graphics environment with
minimal effort

What is Model-Based Control Software?

When used today the term "model-based control
software" generally refers to control software built on
top of one of the modeling programs mentioned above.
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Fig. 1: Orbit Correction, a fairly typical model-based control program with
a graphical interface. The user designates regions of the accelerator to
correct and monitors the orbit correction algorithm's progress as it
attempts to improve the trajectory.

Human Interface

Model Manipulation

Physics Model

Fig. 2: Conceptual structure of programs like Orbit
Correction which are based on a model of the
underlying accelerator physics. The main part of
the program occupies the Model Manipulation
box.
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A typical example is shown in Fig. 1. Orbit Correc-
tion has two displays: a top view of the entire machine
and a "zoomed-in" current region of interest, in
which the X and Y beam readings are plotted. The
user moves and expands the region of interest until it
matches the part of the machine that needs correction,
and then invokes an orbit-correction algorithm to
flatten the beam in the region. Orbit Correction is
built on top of TEAPOT [2J, though it is not tightly
coupled with TEAPOT (it runs as a separate process),
a point we shall return to later.

In general, these kinds of model-based control pro-
grams have a structure like that shown in Fig. 2. The
core of these programs, that is, the part within them
which knows the physics necessary to affect the
accelerator in a particular way, is the box labeled
"Model Manipulation". This core is built on top of
the model of the machine's underlying physics.

One important point is that the programs do not
need the complete physics model; they operate on a
partial view of the model. Orbit Correction needs a
list of the machine's monitors and correctors and their
position around the ring, and the machine functions. It
does not need any knowledge about the underlying
physics of why the given lattice ha; its particular set of
machine functions, it only needs to have some way of
finding out the results of a set of changes to the correc-
tor strengths. As shall be discussed later, that these
types of programs have partial and not total views of
the model makes them much easier to port.

The control programs get their input from and
write their output to what are often quite complicated
human interfaces, which can involve presenting infor-
mation to the user in a highly graphical form, and <ii
such a way that the user can manipulate these pictures
directly. For example, to designate an area of interest
when using Orbit Correction, rather than typing in the
names of the first and last elements, the user points to
them on either the top-view or the current region of
interest, zooming in or out as needed. In die figure,
this portion of the control program is labeled "Human
Interface".

The presence of a rich interface is a two-edged
sword: while it makes the use of the control program
much more natural and efficient, it has also been one
of the major stumbling blocks in attempting to reuse
codes on different computers, since graphics and par-
ticularly window systems have until recently been
unique to each computer manufacturer. We shall

address this point later, too.

Other Models

While the term "model-based control software"
usually refers to programs like those just described, in
which the underlying model is the physics of the
accelerator, there are other equally important, non-
physics models used in accelerator control systems,
and programs built on top of these also fit well into the
concept of "model-based".

Fig. 3 shows "On/Off Control", a program used at
the Bevatron to turn beamlines on or off. The display
shows a picture of the beamline switchyard. The user
can select an individual magnet, compose a group of
magnets, or select an entire beamline, and then control
it from the menu. The elements of On/Off s model are
simple: it knows about magnets, beamlines, and how
to turn objects on and off, and that's about it — there
is no physics in the model. But the relationships
within the model are more complicated than those usu-
ally found in a physics-based model: On/Off knows a
lot about the spatial location of the objects in its model
and a lot about the geometry relating one object's
position to another's.

Other particular examples are the vacuum sub-
system and the safety interlocks, as well as a host of
possible CAD-derived applications. These sorts of
control programs can be added to our previous concep-
tual structure as shown in Fig. 4. Like the physics-
based modeling programs, these too will have rich
human interfaces. The two types of modeling pro-
grams can also be connected at their common root, the
box labeled "Machine Interface". This typically
would be a database which stores within it the
accelerator's static and dynamic state. Since the con-
trol programs are model-based, the bottom-end can be
detached and the upper part of the system used for
simulation purposes as well.

Achieving Portability

Given now the nature of the software which we are
interested in moving from one environment to another,
what are the barriers to being able to load the program
into a new computer, compiling it, and having it work?
Taking a look at Fig. 4, the problems are encapsulated
by the boxes on either side of the "Model Manipula-
tors". When reusing model-based software the
modeling program on which it is based may be dif-
ferent from the one used in the new environment,
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Fig. 3: On/Off Control, an example of a model-based control program for
which the underlying model is something other than the accelerator
physics. On/OfF knows about the spatial layout of the accelerator and
the groupings of magnets and their power supplies.

Human Interface
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Physics Model
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Non-Physics Model

Machine Interface

Fig. 4: General conceptual structure of model-based
control programs, including both those
based on models of the machine physics and
those based on other models. Again, the
main part of the programs occupy the Model
Manipulation bcxes.
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Fig. 5: One obvious way to design the Orbit Correction program - make it
part of the modeling program, TEAPOT. Due to die tight coupling
between the two programs, this design makes portability difficult.
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Fig. 6: Alternative design for Orbit Correction which stresses limiting the
program's coupling to external data and routines as much as possible.
This design proves much more conducive to portability.
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and/or the graphics and window system comprising
the human interface may be different. Both of these
barriers usually require a great amount of effort to
remove — often more effort than being able to reuse
the software is worth.

As stated earlier, the key to making model-based
programs easy to transport lies in the basic design of
the software. To illustrate, consider the Orbit Correc-
tion tool mentioned above and shown in Fig. 1. If we
were writing such a program from scratch, an obvious
way to design it would be to make it part of our
modeling program, a feature which would be invoked
given a certain argument in the input deck. Such a
design is illustrated in Fig. 5. With this design, Orbit
Correction is thoroughly integrated into the modeling
program. It shares global data with the remainder of
the program via common blocks, and it is called by the
modeling program when time for it to do its task and it
in turn calls routines in the modeling program to do
various tasks. The human interface is built on top of a
graphics system, which might be a standard one such
as GKS or, likely as not, a home-grown one.

From a portability viewpoint the problem with this
design is mat the task "Orbit Correction" has too
much knowledge about the environment around it. It
has a strong idea of both the modeling program's data
structures and routine calling sequences, and of the
particulars of the graphics system, such as how to ini-
tialize it, make drawings, and gather input from the
graphics devices. To detach it from either the model-
ing program or the graphics system will be a very
difficult, tedious chore, because to do so one needs to
understand what the various routine calls do and what
the data structures mean in order to replace them; i.e.,
one must have a working knowledge of the very
software system which one has no intention of using!

To make Orbit Correction easily portable, it needs
a different design. Fig. 6 shows a different way of
structuring the program such that it becomes much
more self-contained. Conceptually, the "guts" of the
program — that part which embodies the algorithms
for doing the task "correct the orbit" — occupy the
center box. This part of the program is isolated from
the rest of the world by two layers.

The bottom layer, called the "Model Layer", is:
(1) a set of routines which the program uses to get the
data it needs in order to do its task (for Orbit
Correction's algorithm, this is the number of monitors
and correctors in the lattice, their positions, phase, and

beta functions; for Orbit Correction's interface, a title
associated with the lattice, the beampipe size, the
beginning and end points of the various sections of the
machine, and the position and bend angle of the
dipoles, in order to construct the top-view); (2) a set of
routines which it uses to make changes in the model
On this case, a way to set corrector strengths); (3) a set
of routines which implement "black box" functional-
ity needed by the program but which is not directly
related to its own function (generate a new trajectory,
save the new machine state). These routines comprise
Orbit Correction's partial view into the complete phy-
sics model of the accelerator, they define precisely
what the program needs in order to do its task, so to
transport the program to a system using any modeling
program, all that must be done is that these routines be
written. Writing them tends to be a very straight-
forward task, mostly consisting of moving data into or
out of common blocks.

Thus, the bottom layer gives the program indepen-
dence from any particular modeling program.

The top layer, called the "Graphics Layer", is: (1)
a set of routines which a graphics interface can call to
get information it needs for its display (for Orbit
Correction, this is the information mentioned in (1)
above, plus a way to get the current corrector strengths
and monitor readings); (2) a set of routines the graph-
ics interface can call in order to convey changes the
user wishes to make (e.g., set the current region of
interest, manually adjust a corrector or monitor); (3) a
set of routines which implement, for the graphics-
interface, "black box" functionality (correct the orbit,
generate a trajectory, save the machine state). These
routines define the partial view which the graphics-
interface has into Orbit Correction. Note that what is
provided are routines within Orbit Correction which
can be called externally, not routines which Orbit
Correction needs to have available in order to do its
task. This structure provides tremendous flexibility in
terms of human interfaces — for example, it is very
easy to write a simple keyboard-oriented, ASCII inter-
face in fully portable FORTRAN which will work on
any machine Orbit Correction is moved to, yet does
not preclude a much richer graphical interface as well.

In summary, the top layer gives the program
independence from any particular graphics system. If
the program is written according to the FORTRAN
standard, it then becomes fully independent of the
computer system it is running on.
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Fig. 7: PLUS, a beamline simulator and error-finder which was designed
using die structure shown in Fig. 6, and since successfully transported
to several different environments.
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Experiences

PLUS [3], shown in Fig. 7, is a beamline simulator
and error-finder which, in conjunction with colleagues,
we designed in accordance with the method outlined
above. The first graphical interface was done on a Sun
workstation using the SunCore and Sun View graphics
systems. The latter (SunView) is highly Sun-specific.
The complete interface comprised about SOOO lines of
C and took two months to develop.

At CERN, we built a second interface which imple-
mented a subset of the first's functionality, on top of
Apollo's proprietary Dialog and GPR graphics sys-
tems. By using a display library already available, the
effort was accomplished in one week, with less than
500 lines of new code being written. No code within
PLUS or its "Graphics Layer" had to be modified.

Recently, our colleagues have transported PLUS to
the MicroVax environment, again without great effort

These experiences show that the design structure
outlined above does indeed promote portability.

Standard Graphics Systems

The numbers mentioned above — two months and
SOOO lines of code for the first interface, one week and
500 for the second — need to be discussed further lest
they give inaccurate impressions. The point was not
that once the first interface was done it was easy to
replicate it; this, in fact, is not the case. While the
Apollo interface provides most of the functionality of
the Sun interface, the latter is far easier and more
intuitive to use, and a much more effective interface.
The point was that the program could be detached
from 5000 lines of machine-dependent code with
extremely little effort.

Truly effective user interfaces can require a great
amount of work to design and implement. Because of
this, it would be a boon if the graphics interfaces of
control software could be transported as easily as the
basic functionality of the program.

We are now at a point in the evolution of graphics
systems where this ready transportability can be had:
enough computer vendors have banded together to
produce a standard graphics system, called X-
Windows [4], which runs on a wide variety of
hardware, including Sun, Apollo, DEC, HP, IBM, and
Macintosh computers. X-Windows itself is quite
low-level, but designed to support layers built on top

of it to provide higher-level graphical operations. Our
work at LBL is now being shifted towards using X-
Windows (while keeping with the above design, so
that the interfaces are separate from the control appli-
cations), and we are building packages on top of it to
provide easy access to functionality common to
accelerator control interfaces (the interface for Orbit
Correction is an example).

Summary

Two developments — that of model-based control
systems in the accelerator community, and that of the
X-Windows standard in the computer graphics com-
munity — have made it a realistic possibility that large
bodies of high-level accelerator control software can
be shared and reused throughout the accelerator com-
munity. To take advantage of these possibilities
requires the discipline of truly modular software
design, in which programs have very well-defined
views of the data on which they operate and which
they make available to the human interface software.
If these programs are written with their knowledge of
the rest of the control system restricted to simply
exactly those things required for the task at hand, they
can be easily detached and moved to other environ-
ments.

We have presented a general design for producing
portable control software, one which has been shown
by experience to be effective. We are now using X-
Windows so that our labor-intensive user-interface
development efforts might prove as readily portable.
If enough other members of the high energy physics
community join in using the standard, we can over-
come the final hurdle to large scale code-sharing.
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